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Verbatim Datalife 9 flexible disks

now come in a bold, new storage box.
Bui more important, they now come
10 you with a live year warranty'.
We can give you a warranty this

long because we're confident the way
wc make Datalife disks will make
them perform beuer. last even longer.

All of our Datalife disks feature
seven data-shielding advances for

greater disk, durability, longer data

life. To protect your data from, head-

to-disk abrasion. To shield your data
against loss due to environmental

conditions. To ensure a longer
lifetime of trouble-free data

recording, storage and retrieval.

Every Datalife disk is extensively

tested under the most extreme
conditions. Critically-certified to be
1 00% error-free. Assu ring you an
added margin of performance, no
matter what ite operating eondit ions.

And we bzck it up with a five years

warranty. Fro times longer than the
industry standard. Because Verbatim
is the standard ofexcellence.

Verbatim®

Here's the most exciting

part of Verbatim's new
packaging.

For Dexible disks you ran depend
en— a lot longer, call (091 444-fil i

COMPUDATA MEDIA
SYSTEMS LTD
Box 3273. 4S Elite Road, Glenfiefcl. AucMiiotl
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Special business feature:

Pages 6-15
Check out DBASE II — a powerful
tool for business.

Meel the "Calc-a-likes", an in-

troduction to financial modeHing
packages.
Discover the problems in setting up
a computerised system.
Read how a jeweller discovered a
new gem.
Two computer consultants give
their views on business computing.

Hardware review:
Page 17
Steven Darnold reviews the new
Commodore 64 — and reckons it's

good enough to buy himself.

Costs:

Page 30
How much extra do we pav 'or

computing in New Zealand. Pip
Forar compo'03 intcrnoiionol CO3I0.

Farming:
Page 25
Our (arming expert, Chris McLeod,
makes a cost benefit analysis of
computers down on the farm.

Bopks:
Pages 42-44
Three big pages of the latest books
— including "the facts from Dr
Zaks".

Machine columns:
Pages 35-41
Paul Cull plays two-page graphics
on the PET.
Gordon Findiay shuffles a TRS-80
quicksort routine.

Martin Downey get into multiple
programming on the BBC
Glenn Hocking strikes toruses and
gold on a Sharp PCI 21 I,

Invaders and catchball on the 2X8 1

.

Chock your Sord M23 printer

status.

Hex and Decimal for Apple.

Letters:

Page 20
Computer: tool or topic, asks a

reader?

Education:
Pages 21-24
Mike Wall investigates the quest for

computer knowledge.
Nick Smythe reviews networks.
Cathy Arrow goes camping — com-
puter style.

Programming:
Page 31
John Durham offers some alter-

natives in machine code
programming.

Beginners:
Pages 27-29
Gerrit Bahlman addresses memory.
Gordon Findiay takes another step

in BASIC.

Software:
Page 34
Graham Baker provides the details

of an orbital prediction program.

PLUS:
Classifieds

Club contacts
Glossary

P44
P47
P48

VIC 20 COMPETITION
Due to the large number of

entries it has been impossible to
do justice to the judging and select

a winner in time for inclusion in

this month's issue as planned.

So we ask the hundreds of
entrants to be patient for another
month white the judges decide the

winner who will now be
announced in our June issue.

PAID CIRCULATION NOW 5000+
MINIMUM PAGE NUMBER NOW 48

COMPUTER BOOKS

COMPUTER BOOKS
LOOK NO FURTHER
All business & professional

needs covered

« Doing Business with Visicalc $20.95

More than 40 practical business
applications— master budgets,
financial statements, pricing

models& investment strategies.

• Doing Business with Supercale $22.95

For CP;M users — another
version of above book.

• Mastering Visicalc £20.95

With this book you will be able to

create & use Visicalc spread
sheets to plan & examine
projection spreadsheets.

• Basic For Business $22.95

• Executive Planning Wilh Basic $22.95

• Introduction to Wordstar $20,95

• Introduction to Word Processing $22.95

• Doing Business With Pascal $29.95

• Foolproof Guide to Scripts*! $20,95

• How To Use Supercalc $39.95

An excellent management tool—
on use of spreadsheets (or

financial management.

Only a few of the fine range of
books we represent

SYBEX HD di,i,,,ium

iVTJ Press

P»oase send me:

pi YourreguhrtreenewsJetteron
•—

' computer books.

r—i Your current lot; rai»yu listing of
L-

' computer books

Neroe:

Address:

Ci p coupon, send a card, or phone:
Australia & New Zealand Book Co.,

P.O Box 33-406, Piione 444-5346.
AUCKLAND 9.



Coming up in

BITS&
BYTES
Micros on the farm— in June

our second farm feature will focus
on agricultural software now
available in New Zealand.
Hardware Reviews
Olivetti M20
Brother Electronic Typewriter
JR 1O0 — unfortunately no
machine available to review for this

issue.

Business
Review of tAL "Charter" suite of

business programs. We decided to

wait for the MSDOS version to

review.

Peter Brown fooks at the best
known of the financial modelling

packages, Visicste.

Guide to the galaxy of

computer jargon —
a new beginners feature next
month will try to explain the
relationships between some of

those terms in our glossary.

MICRO N€UJS

IBM has released another
version of its personal computer in

New Zealand — just three months
after the original model became
available.

The IBM XT (XT stands for

extension) features a built-in 10
megabyte hard dis<, an option not
available on the 'irst model, an
extra 64K of initial RAM I128K
compared to 64K on the model 1 )

and a buplt-in asynchronous
communications adaptor to allow

the XT to communicate to other
IBM PCs and larger IBM systems
(this was only an option on the

modal 1).

With one BY* inch diskette,

this base XT unit costs $14,539.
The XT has a total storage

capacity of nea'ly 22 million

characters of information, or the

equivalent of 11.000 double-
spaced typewrittei pages.
A user with a PC model 1 will be

able to upgrade it to the XT by
adding an "expansion box", the

BITS & BYTES is published monthly, except January, by Weill Birss.

Dion Crooks and Paul Crooks. Editorial and subscriber inquiries to
Post Office Box 827, Christchurch.
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hard disk and suitable circuit

boards.

But IBM doesn't expect the XT
to replace the model 1 , indeed

it thinks they will appeal to

different markets — the XT for

small business applications, the
model 1 to the executive user with

small and chiefly stand-alone

applications.

IBM has also introduced a new
version of its disk operating

system- DOS 2.0 supports
expanded diskette and expansion
unit storage capabilities for both

XT and the IBM Personal

Computer, and includes an
extended version of BASIC, the

popular programming language. It

also allows selected I8M
applications programs to operate
on both IBM personal computers,

as long as the necessary memory.
diskette storage and other system
resources are available. This

compatibility means, for example,
that programs and information

may bs exchanged between the

two systems.

In addition. IBM has introduced

PeachText, a word processing

package by Peachtree Software.

The advanced, easy-to-use

package provides a series of

"Help" menus for quick problem
solving.

The price of the Atari 400 was
reduced by $300 to $999 in mid-
April by New Zealand agents
David Reid Electronics.

Previously retailing at $1295
the Atari 400 was obviously over-

priced here in comparison to US
($2-300) and Australian ($5-600)
prices and it could be the arrival of

the Commodore 64 finally spurred
a price reduction.

The price of the Atari 800 and
all software and peripherals re-

mains unchanged.

THE GADGETS COMPANY

In Home Demonstrations

Box 52-081. Auckland. Phono 862-?60



MICRO N€UJS

Polycorp just refuses to lie

down and die. Two recent
announcements indicate that the
now Progeni Subsidiary is still

very much alive and kicking in

spite of some predictions.

First off was the news that 13
Poly units have been ordered by
China, 11 for classroom units,

plus two for administration tasks.
Progeni say the Poly is the first

educational microprocessor
selected for use in China. Given
China's huge population the
future potential market must be
enormous.
Now Polycorp have released a

small business microcomputer
called the Proteus which has dual
processors {Z80A and 6809)
allowing it to run three operating
systems CP/M, Flex and Poly.

The first two give it access to a
large range of existing business
software and the third, together
with a built-in interface that
allows the Proteus to be
connected to the Poly,gives the

Proteus a training facility for

industry say Polycorp.

The dual disk version with two
eight inch floppy disk drives, 64K
memory and a separate VDU
terminal costs $7657 while the
single disk version costs $6435.
The microcomputer was

designed, developed and is

produced in Lower Hutt for

distribution and sals from Progeni

branches throughout Australasia.

It arose from a deliberate policy of

market diversification adopted
when the software and systems
house took a majority
shareholding in Polycorp during
October 1982.

Polycorp believes thai Proteus
will appeal to small, independent
business operations

The new PROTEUS micro, a
wholly New Zealand produced
small business computer. It

comprises standard 12" VDU
terminal (left), rugged central
processor and twin drive unit
(lower right) and optional printer

(upper right).

COMPUTER OWNERS
WE WILL MAPKET YOUR SOFTWARE IN N.Z.. A USTRALIA AND THE U. S.A.
ANY ORIGINAL APPLICATION OR G&MES PROGRAM WILL BE
CONSIDERED.
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION WRITE TO:
THE REMARKABLE SOFTWARE COMPANY LIMITED,
P.O. BOX 9535, HAMILTON. N.Z.

Microbees
Send tor more Information or to order:

Check-Point Computers Ltd

Private Bag, Tawa, Wellington
Phone: 326-999

16 K Microtwo S829 Retail

32K Microboe $990 Retail

64K Microbes $1390 Rotail

S*r>flle disk Ortvo $1509 Retail

GffroYi SC/Mft monilOfs

Synco $299 Retail

Zenith $349 Retail

Sanyo $398 Retail

Education prices on application

Intormottofl n
Order u
Microboe II

Printers ..

Screens u
TraK Drives n
Oisks ii

So!(wa/e D

VME

ACOPESS

PHOHt

Just arrived!

NEW Microbee 64K. single disk
system, CP/M 2.2, screen,
software

ONLY $3250

S4K, dual disk system, CP/M 2.2
screen, software

ONLY $3995

New Import!

SK - eskei mini disks. 5% inch
single sided, single density, boxes
of 10

ONLY S52
single sided, double density, boxes
of 10

ONLY $59
double sided, double density,
boxes of 10

ONLY $75



MICRO N€WS
David Reid Electronics will soon

be releasing two more micros here
— the eagerly awaited Spectrum,

the colour computer from Clive

Sinclair of ZX81 fame which
rumours suggest will cost around
$600 here.

Tine other is the largely Apple
compatible MPF-II which Reid's

say will cost under $1000 here.

A 64K 6502-based machine

with full six-colour low and high

resolution graphics and 16K of

ROM BASIC, it is compatible with

most Apple II software.

The full "calculator-style"

QWERTY keyboard has four

cursor control keys and larger

keys for return, control, shift and

space. As well os the conventional

method input, the operator has

the choice of single-key input of

basic commands.
Templates display key works

and another template gives

access to the 49 graphics

functions

The machine has three fnodes

of operation — text, low

resolution and high resolution.

Text is restricted to black and
white but both resolution modes
support six colour graphics.

BASIC, Pascal and Forth

languages are available for the
MPF-11, and a built-in monitor

program can be called from

BASIC.

The Olivetti M20 microcom-
puter has been released in New
Zealand by Armstrong and
Springhalt.

Based on the 16-bit Z8001
microprocessor, the Olivetti has
1 28K bytes of memory and two
5% inch diskettes each with up to

320K bytes of storage capacity.

The M20 runs an operating

system called PCOS (Personal

Computer Operating System).
Graphics featjres of the M20

include the ablity to split the

screen into up to 16 windows for

the simultaneous display of text,

images, graphs and program and
system messages.

The basic unit, including a 100
character per second dot matrix
printer, costs $9300.
A review of the M20 will appear

in our June issue.

Interactive Applications Ltd and
Interactive Applications (Aus-

tralia) Pty Ltd have been sold to

the New Zealand South British

Group.
IAL, which specialises in

microcomputer software hopes

the additional capital backing will

allow quick expansion of its

product and market coverage.

Continued on page 16

THE GADGETS COMPANY
SS.LS

VIC 20 & 64 SOFTWARE
1YSTE OH F"«f£ FOROR HtfE SV*.OUJs

Box 52-08--, Auckland. Pnone 862-280

1983
Microcomputer

exhibition

;nrnpuTER
exhibition

To find out about today's computers come to the

1983 Microcomputer Exhibition

Auckland Showgrounds
C Pavilion

Saturday 2nd July

9am to 5pm
Admission $1.00

For details on
The 1983 Microcomputer Exhibition.

please contact the

Exhibition Convenors
NZ Microcomputer Club Inc

PO Box 6210 Auckland.
Telephone (09) 676-591 or (09) 491 -01 2.

Supported by

BITS.. 6.
.BVTES.

N€UJ ZOIlflND'S

P€flSONfll COMPUT€fl MfoGflZINe

Commercial disploys of

Personal Computers &
Smoll Business Systems

Hobbyist displays of

Home Computers Si

Computer Applications

Regular demonstrations of

Computer Uses
Computer equipment
Computer Progroms

for home and business



NEW ZEALAND'S
MOST POPULAR

PERSONAL COMPUTER

THE DICK SMITH

SYSTEM 80
II hasnt oecomo Australasia's fastest selling Home
ccwnouier oy accident! The System -80 is a coi-piote.
ready-to-go computer. Youdortt have to buy add-ons
like cassette recorders or monitors, the System SO
cumusvr.lho built- In recorder and modulator, so you
can use It with any TV
Don': oe looted by inferior computers -whtcti uon'l
oflor you the ncred'ble features of the System SO
Ilihe soliwarc com ratio iliiy with the world's largest
fangell The System 80 is not just alfordBWe: it's

usable as well !!!

Compare these features and price
with ony other computer.
• Rattling Cursor.
• Bu«t- In speaker and amplifier lor

programs with sound effects.

• Full upper & lower cose video display

capability.

9 Monitor program (suitable for me hobbyist

to program In fnachino language)
• Screen print (ocillty (obtain a printout ot

any 'page' appearing on the screen)
• Three month guarantee bom dale ol

purchase
• Groat expansion capability and flexibility

• No separate tape recorder to buy— ifs

HvbullA

• Cassette level meter and provision for a second
cassette.

3Vrfas
now only

*995 SVSltM 80'

s

SOLD

lake ocvanloge ot this once-irvo-lilefime

special jfte i . . . Bulk purchase has allowed
us lo slcsh the price on this popular
carnput&fll!

"The best value
around for a ready
built computer ... ,

"

(EUrctiomcsAusI Magazine)

BIG SAVINGS ALSOAVAILABLEON THE ' BUSI NESS'

VERSION SYSTEM 80 WAS-&4245- NOW $995
Cat. X-4*00
Hew Zci-imf5 least e»pensive Business Computer! Use I lor Word Processing
Accounting, Filing. Invc-ong, Stock Control, etc. Il has a separate 15-key
numeric keypad. p>us4 special function keys. Why paytnotisanoSol de-lars
more vWn the Business Computer System 8D MKll Coes it all? CaL X-41 00

03trfM33.jr.

DICK SMITH Electronics
98 Carlton Gore Rd.

Newmarket,
Auckland 1.

WAIL ORDERS:
P4P $5.00

7UAYTWAL0FFEB
ifyou'enoiomotoiolv

lit*System 80 in 0«g-
ci>ndtr.o<"i b p-Kk-

m '6' J *i>" return) 1



BUSINESS

DBASE II:

a powerful
tool
By NEIL HARKER

Over the last few years we have
seen an onslaught of new pro-

gramming tools for the business

person using computers which run

CP/M or its equivalent. DBASE II,

by Ashton-Tate, is such a product
which is becoming very popular in

USA and New Zealand.

A relational Database manage-
ment tool that gives unlimited

flexibility, its main function is the

production of data storage files

allowing later additions, editing,

retrieving, indexing, manipulation,

and sorting of data in them.
For the first-time user or some-

one not interested in programm-
ing, DBASE II has a set of built-in

command instructions which
allow manipulation of data
without the need for fancy

programming.
On the other hand, for thB ex-

perienced user, command files

(programs) can be w/itten using
either the built-in, screen based
editor or Wordstar etc.

This makes DBASE II a very
powerful tool for producing soft-

ware for business purposes.

Unlike other programs, DBASE
II has an excellent error correction

system and error messages. When
an error occurs, it displays the
suspect instruction and gives the

user the option to dynamically cor-

rect it, abort the command pro-

gram, or skip that instruction.

I have been using DBASE II for

about six months now. and
believe this type of program really

spells the end Of programming in

BASIC for writing business soft-

ware. For instance, a complete
general ledger capable of storing

65,535 transactions can be writ-

ten in about 300 lines of program
(try doing that in BASIC!)

DBASE II is very easy for the
first-time user because most of

the commands follow common
sense — instructions such as
EDIT, COPY, APPEND, DELETE,
SET PRINT ON, and WAIT mean
what they state. All instructions

which manipulate strings and
carry out logical operations follow

those of BASIC.
For instance, .NOT. comes in

the use of instructions such as
REPORT and INDEX; with
REPORT, you set up the specifica-

tions for the report by answering a
set of questions, then save it with

a name jsay ABO so that next
time you want to run that report

on your database, you simply
enter REPORT ABC.

If you then wanted to report

nnly data of a specific type, for qk-
ample all ledgers exceeding $100.
you could then say REPORT ABC
FOR AMOUNT » = 100. If you
wanted to report the data in

alphanumeric order, you could

index your data using the INDEX
instruction — to index your

ledgers on the field NAME, you
would say INDEX ON NAME TO
FRED where Fred is the tile where
the index is now kept for future

use.

The manual which comes with

the program is cormrehensive and
in two sections. The first is a ver-

sion written for users not
experienced with programming;
the second is a more technical

manual written by ths author of

DBASE II.

The program is made up of a
central command program
(DBASE.COM) that "calls" 10
overlay blocks similar to Word-
star, depending on the instruc-

tions being carried out.

Because of its power, DBASE II

does take a Sot o* disk space
(about 100k) and I have found a

minimum of 250k of disk space is

needed to do anything useful with

it.

Other requirements for anyone
contemplating buying it are 8080
or Z80. 48k ram, CP/M operating
system, and a cursor addressable

CRT.
After writing two major

specialised business packages on
contract (medical and bakery), I

only now feel I have got to grips

with most of the commands.
Unlike BASIC, DBASE II is so vast

it takes many hundreds of hours

to learn all the instructions.

However, first-time users will

find it very cosy to uac with its

straightforward instructions; any

love for BASIC, Cobol or Fortran

soon disappears.

Like all software packages of

this size, it has "bugs" (what
doesn't?). But they are exceptions

and occur only in unusual cir-

cumstances (it is hoped they will

be corrected in later versions of

DBASE II).

Anyone contemplating writing a

business (or scientific) package
should consider buying DBASE II.

At just under SI 000, it is money
well spent.

Consultants
The new model ICL PC-2 Computer
Systems with just the right capacity for your needs. Runs all CP/M programs for Farm. Business, Travel, In-

surance, Contracting, Trucking, Work Processing etc. The prices are right too. For information or demonstra-

tion contact Chris Currie or John Baird at: tradPf I">Oint

ni
Systems Software & Information Ltd.

P.O. Box 7194
Christchurcri

Unit 11. 75 Peterborough St

Telephone 793-984
( •$



COMMODORE VIC20
COMPUTER-FOR THE

C?
World renowned VIC 20 -
Commodore's brilliant home computer
Is at your dealer's today! It's a family machine -
wilh somelhing (or everyone . , . play the best
video games available . . _ or teach yourself
a language . . write your own programmes . .

.

even use it to budget for ihat new car?

(And that's just a tiny sample ot what i: can do!)

VIC 20 plugs straight into your television set and comes complete with
• colour and sound • easy to learn BASIC language
• full size typewriter keyboard • easy to follow instruction manual
• graphics capability • full service and support

Take a look for yourself! The affordable
Commodore VIC 20 is at your dealer's :oday.

COMPUTER

Commodore Computer (NZ) Ltd
11 Huron St, P.O. Box 33-847, Takapuna,

Auckland. Telephone (09} 497-081.
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The 'Calc—a— likes'

— an introduction to financial

modelling packages
By PETER BROWN
Probably one of the major fac-

tors behind the increasing
popularity of personal computers
has been the development of
reliable, easy to use, and powerful
software. The "electronic spread-
sheet" programs were among the

first to give the average user ac-

cess to the full potential of a
microcomputer.
Almost every major supplier of

personal computers now offers a
range of these spread-sheets, and
the user can choose according to

needs, equipment, and bank
balance. Whatever you get will

save a lot of time, energy, and
frustration in handling routine
"number-crunching" tasks.

Electronic spread-sheets are the
simplest way to use your com-
puter for budgeting, forecasting,
modelling, or even balancing your
cheque book. They can be used by
anyone who occasionally has to
resort to pen. calculator, and
reams of paper to solve their

financial or mathematical
problems.
The programs come packaged

as a floppy disk, plus manual, and
are usable by people with no in-

timate knowledge of computing.
However, it pays to have a good
knowledge of your intended ap-

plication, or access to someone
who does — they will not turn you
instantly into an accountant or

mathematician.
The most suitable applications

are those where the calculations

or the figures being manipulated,

are inter-related in some predic-

table way. Spread-sheet programs
are frequently used for financial

The VDU acts as a "window"
into the sheet, displaying only a
small portion of it at a time. By us-

THE GADGETS COMPANY
ixxr.

In Home Demonstrations
(jf VCOJtf/AMCXJUKL t>* .<fcCM-AM3 AFEA

I

Box 52-081. Auckland. Phone 862-260

ing commands through the
keyboard, this window can be
relocated over whatever part of

the sheet you want to see. In most
cases, it is also possible to vary
the width of the columns so that

the window "sees" more of the
sheet at a time. And the screen
can usually be split so that distant
parts of the spread-sheet can be
seen side-by-side.

You can foimat the sheet in an
infinite numbsr of ways, d<

ttor.ships are to exist between the
squares. Constants can be
entered once and automatically
copied along the rest of the row or
column. If the value of a constant
changes at any point, the change
can be made at the appropriate

place without affecting previous
entries.

Formulas - Similarly, for-
mulas (once they have been work-
ed out) can be entered once, and
then repeated from square to
square with simple commands.
Changes can be made as required.
If. for example, salesmen's
salaries are set at 20% of gross
sales income, this need only be
entered the first time it is used and
the spread-sheet program can be
instructed to copy that formula in-

to each position where it is

relevant-
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ding on your application. Probably
the most common method is to

give each row and column a fixed
name or label. For instance, in a
budget, columns would be named
after months, rows might have
labels such as sales, wages, office

expenses. desreciation, etc.
However, it is usually possible

(though messy) to put these labels

anywhere you like on the sheet.
This can be very useful if you have
to format ycur work for printed

output and use it in, say, reports.

The hard work starts when it

comes to sorting out what calcula-
tions are needed and what rela-

12ee.es 824.78 751. ei is

iie.ee 1378.33 1562.25 :-:

iee.es isms isi.se 19

2S9.SI 1278,33 14(2.25 29

"? for HELP

1716.34 15917. IS
914.45 7353.3?

427.58 3769.2?

mi'jrnes^ee

S3. 33 6»e.ge
se.ee 719e.ee

171.13 1591.71

,85.52 795.66

399.88 9487.57

2562.49 17552.23

19S.SS 1288.88

2462.49 16352.23

rVoltcled Entry

In this way, you can arrange to
"chain" or link the squares
together so that the output from
one formula becomes the input of
another, and changes entered at

any point are automatically carried
through in following calculations.

Sub-totals, totals, averages,
percentages, profits, and losses

can be easily extracted in this

way, often by using arithmetic
functions built in to the software.
Careful development of the for-

mula used, and crafty chaining of

formula can produce an entire
year's budget just by entering the
sales figure for January.
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modelling, cash-flow forecasts,

budgeting, and other planning

tasks in business or the home.
Squares — Once loaded into

the machine, the spread-sheet

gives you the electronic

equivalent of an enormous sheet

of squared paper — 63 columns
wide by 254 rows deep, 16,002
squares in all. Each square can be
individually addressed and may be
assigned a label, or a value which
can be either a constant or derived
from a formula. These formulas

can refer to other squares on the
sheet.

Working out what your formula

or equations are to be is the real

stumbling block in this process;

and there are no short-cuts.

Before starting work with the

electronic spread-sheet, a con-

siderable amount of thought must
be given to deciding exactly what
you want to achieve with the pro-

ject you will be using it for. From
this, you will be able to determine
the logic behind each entry, and
the links that naturally exist bet-

ween the items on the sheet.

Even a very simple application

will have quite complex relation-

ships, and careful consideration

before you move to the computer
will go a long way towards ensur-

ing your work with the spread-

sheet program achieves
something worthwhile and
sensible.

Problems — At this stage, it

is very important to have a good
understanding of what your pro-

blem involves. If necessary, you
should be prepared to seek expert

help in setting up the spread-
sheet. Thirty minutes with your
accountant, for instance, will help

ensure your cash-flow projections

are realistic and not gibberish,

(Even with the right background or

help, you will also need a good
grasp ol simple algebra to put your
ideas into the formulas the pro-

grams work with.)

Doesn't sound encouraging,

does it? However, once you have
set everything up satisfactorily,

it's done and you can save it, on
disk, for later use without having

to go through the whole thinking
process again.

When everything is set up and
your first set of figures entered,
you can use the spread-sheet to

its full potential by playing "What
if. ..?" — possibly the primary
justification for going to all this

trouble.

In the old days if you wanted to
alter a figure on. say, a budget,
you had to spend hours
recalculating and rewriting the
whole thing to find out the flow-

on effects of your change. Not
with this type of software
however; now you can experi-

ment easily and effortlessly.

Suppose you want to see what
effect a change in sales tax, or
wages, or in just about anything
else has on your profits now, or in

six or 12 months time. AN you
have to do- is move, via the
keyboard, to the appropriate place
on the sheet, enter the necessary
changes, then sit back and watch
all the figures being recalculated,

at computer speed, to accom-
modate your alterations. And you
can do this time after time, explor-

ing every possibility you can
imagine.

Reworking — This facility for

a complete reworking of all the
figures, based on a change to just

one item, allows a thorough ex-
amination of every likely solution

to a problem, increasing the pro-
bability that you will be able to
find a really satisfactory answer.
Once you have a solution, it's a

simple matter to save it on disk, or

have it printed out for inclusion in

a report, loan application-, or for

permanent reference.

If your problem is Important
enough to warrant spending a
significant amount of time looking

into its logical basis and if it in-

volves a large number of inter-

related factors, then an electronic

spread-sheet will help.
It doesn't reallv matter what

type of machine /ou have, pro-
viding it's disk drive, since there

are so many spread-sheets you're
certain to find one that is suitable.

I have even seen one, on cassette
tape, for the ZX-81

A/exf month Peter Brown will look specifically at the most popular
financial modelling package, Visicalc. Later he will study some of its

growing number of rivals.

Implementing a

computer system

This is the final instalment of
John Vargo's series in selecting a
small business computer. The
series began in our November
issue and back copies of all issues
are available. John also intends
compiling his series into book
form and this will be available

through BITS & BYTES.

The key to successfully conver-

ting to a computerised system is

to allow a reasonable timespanfor
the process. Insufficient attention

to detail now could be very costly

later.

One of your most valuable
assets will be your own
employees and co-workers. Their
enthusiastic support and
participation in this phase of the

project is more important than
ever. Convening the easiest

application first is highly

recommended, and only convert
one application at a time. Choose
the department with the least

pressure on it, and whose current

procedures and formats most
closely resemble the new system.
This approach will yield

dividends in a number of areas. St

will give you an initial success,
with the least effort. It will allow

you to overcome the inevitable

teething pains of a new system
without the added frustration of a

department already under
pressure. or extremely
complicated. When you are ready
to tackle the more difficult

applications, you will not be
distracted by the many little

installation problems which occur
in the initial stages. This will then
allow you to concentrate your full

efforts on the successful
conversion of the other
applications.

There are a number of specific

implementation procedures you
will want to follow:

Training — Training of

employees must begin sufficiently

in advance to be prepared for

conversion of each application
area. This means accounts
receivable clerks must be trained

so that they can help in the
conversion of the A/R application.
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Preparation -- File preparation
must be completed in advance,
including culling of outdated files,

bringing all files up-to-date and
eliminating any backlog of work.
Only after the files are orderly and
current can we convert the
manual records to be
computerised ones.

Physical preparation of the site

would include providing for
electrical needs, security needs,
communication and other needs
of the new system,

Internal control procedures
need to be designed to protect the
integrity of the information
system, and provide accurate,
timely, and secure information to
management.

Conversion — File conversion
involves entering ' all manual
records via the keyboard into the
computerised files. This is a major
job which must be done carefully

if your final conversion is to

provide reliable information. One
suggestion is to convert the files

over a period of time, only

entering balances and new

transactions, allowing the old
transactions to finish flowing
through the old system.

Testing — Once the files have
been convened to a computer
readable form, the application

programs which will work on
those files may be initiated.

Testing the new system by
running it parallel with the manual
system is generally a prudent idea.

This should be done for long

enough to assure yourself the

system is reliable and performing

as promised.

The story is toCd of a company
which implemented an order entry

and billing system without

sufficient testing. It discontinued

the manual system and started the

computer system at the same
time. At the end of the month it

was discovered that order entry

and billing programs could not
exchange data. As a result, the
company was unable to send the

month's invoices to customers.

As the dresident of the

company put it: "If we don't send

our customers their bills, thev

« ;--„.. ...>.-— -->.-_-.mumm -.-•

don't pay them. If our customers
don't pay their bills, we don't
receive any money. If we don't

receive any money, we can't pay
for our new computer and its

staff, not to mention the other

incidental expenses involved in

running this company."
Conclusion - As we have
discovered, the process of

selecting the right system to meet
your needs can be complicated,

and in many situations you would
be wise to obtain professional

advice from a information

systems consultant.

Buy a system big enough to

handle your needs for the next five

years or so, expandable to
accommodate future applications.

Remember the data and
procedures of your business are

as much a part of the system as

the hardware and software; and
the trained personnel are the key
to an efficient system. Do a good
job of selection, your
management information system
for the next five years depends on

itll

THE EXPANDABLE 16-BIT

PERSONAL COMPUTER ^^^onic
FROM PANASONIC
PANASONIC announces its new 16-bii T modular micro-

computer. The JB-300Q. based on the Intel 8088 micro-

processor, has full color graphics and musical capabilities.

Using either MS-DOS* or CP/M-86** gives the JB-3300

access to a growing supply of software.

Application software now available includes — Wordstar (word processing), Multiplan (financial modell-

ing/electronic spreadsheet). Charter Series and Attache Series (financial accounting — order entry, invoic-

ing, debtors, inventory creditors, general ledger, payroll Job costing, time costing etc.) and more. Dealer

enquiries are invited.

•MS-DOS is registered iiademark of MICROSOFT.

••CP/M-86 is registered trademark of Digital Research.
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ELECTRONIC COMPANY LTD
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P.O. Oo> 9224. Auckland Tefepnone: 604-774.

124 Dixon SI. WetiQicn
P.O. Box 6OS0. vVallinglan. Tolephona: SS»-7'I
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Jeweller discovers
valuable new gem
By CATHY ARROW

"Choose a machine which has

the software available for your
needs," was the advice which led

Graeme Hall, a Manurewa jeweller

to purchase a Sord computer and
"Gemstock" program.
Gemstock, originally written for

four Christchurch jewellers by
Turners Ltd. of Christchurch, pro-

vides the details necessary to

keep a close check on stock and
sales on a daily, monthly and year-
ly basis.

With the 5in disk drive, it can
handle 2000 stock items, divided

into 40 departments and 1500
sales transactions a month. Four
stock and four sales reports are

available. Graeme can also know
in five minutes, the wholesale and
retail value of stock he is holding.

Hie considers being able to get

labels printed automatically for

serial number and retail price of

each watch in his stock is just

great and does two copies of

each, one tor the watch and one
for the guarantee. Numerous
facilities are built into the program
and Graeme says clear instruc-

tions and details of options

available are given in the excellent
manual.
A larger version is available as

YIELD
SYSTEMS

Specialists in:

Computer systems for

Professional People and

Businessmen.

Computer Equipment

Computer Programs

Program Customisation

Our prices will astound
you!!

Ph Neil Harker 794-929
Auckland

the program was originally on an
8in disk drive and downloaded to

a 5'iin disk for him.

When Graeme bought his

system last September, Gemstock
had only been available in

Christchurch. Arrangements were
made for an Auckland Sord dealer.

Computer Management Systems.
to set up his system. On delivery,

he loaded all stock from his

manual Kalamazoo system into

the Gemstock program and his

first full stock print out was ready
for trade fair buying in October.
Graeme has discovered many

simple, time savng activities —
including sitting down after dinner

to compile a program for a chart to

take to a meeting half an hour

later, even though he is only a one
finger typist. Information on dia-

mond prices, which came in vary-
ing formats from different

sources, was quickly converted to
an easy co-rela:ed comparison
chart.

Winner — He chose his
system on the basis of getting the
machine which ran the software
needed for his job. Now he feels

he has come out a real winner
because of PIPS.

As a businessman, familiar with
business management procedures

and interested in computers only

as a user. PIPS (Personal Informa-

tion Processing System) has prov-

ed an invaluable tool. So much so
that Graeme has found he does
not need to learn 3ASlC.
He believes PIPS, developed in

the East, compares favourably

with its western counterpart

Visicalc, particularly as PIPS also

includes an integ'ated database.
He feels extremely confident with
PIPS as it provides an electronic

page for him to use.

With the 5'/4in foppy disk divid-

ed into 76 pages, he just cells up
the page to find information. The
definite relationship between the
command and the name of the

function it describes has enabled
him to memorise the most-used
commands in a short time.

"Operation is easy," says
Graeme. "It's quick to learn, and
gives you what you want, when
you want it, as you want it,"

Graeme also uses PIPS for sim-

ple word processing and utilises

the multi-search and automatic
sort capabilities to full advantage
for his local church roll.

He has a year's worth of
statements on a 5% in floppy and
is now duplicating the format of

his bank statement on screen, to
be sorted and analysed. By star-

ting from the same place as his ac-

countant, he hopes to reduce ac-

countant's fees. Combined with
savings in stock, insurance, and
old stock, Graeme expects a pay-
off period of three to five years for

his system.
Nuts and bolts — The Sord

M23 Mill with printer, Gemstock
program, PIPS program, games
disk, assorted stationery and col-

our monitor cost him about
S 10,000. His C-ltoh 1550 printer

has been modified for Sord and is

capable of handling the full

graphics of the machine.
Graeme finds the colour monitor

very useful, as highlighting figures

in colour lessens mistakes and
saves confusion between fixed

data and data being entered. Bank
statement debits are in red and he
details column headings in a dif-

ferent colour to the main working
area.

Quick conversion of any series

of numbers into bar graphs means
this application is well used.

A planned application is graphic

pictures of Gem designs. However
Graeme says his sons tend to take
over the graphic facilities.

Asked about any limitations of
his much loved PIPS, Graeme and
the family can't write games pro-

grammes in PIPS. But this is easily

overcome by loading in BASIC for

the purpose.
He is now considering buying a

new small Sord machine, when
available, for the family, to leave

his solely for business. He also ex-

pects to add CP/M (being adapted
for the Sord) when it becomes
available.

Graeme understands there are

now 14 Sord computers in the
jewellery industry, using the

Gemstock program. But to him,
PIPS has proved an unexpected
and valuable gem.
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' computer
that makes

programming
OBSOLETE

H

SORD-PIPS
makes ordinary
programming obsolete.

For the average person, it is hard enough to learn what a

computer language is. much less use one for work. Many
people give up as soon as they find out how much new
information has to bo learned just to begin programming. Even
BASiC

.
which Is supposed to be the easiest Language to learn.

leaves moct pcoplo wondoring "Isn't there an e$$^r way?"
Now there is SORD-PIPS, a no-programming language that

takes the hard part out of using a computer, With SORD-PIPS
you don't have to bother with programming at aB— it is already

taken care of for you, Just spend a lew hours learning the
simple PIPS commands and you're ready to use your new
SQRD computer the day it arrives.

g\ SORD-PIPS has nearly 60
)) commands for your ordinary

Z£j office tasks — and more.

Your everyday office work probably consists of creating

tables, making files, retrieving information, sorting information,

performing calculations, and drawing graphs. SORD-PIPS has
nearly 60 commands that take care of those routine jobs
aulomalically. All you do is select the right command and
SORD-PIPS does the fob for you — quicWy and correctly.

Even people with no technical background w>'J be able to finish

normally difficult and time consuming jobs in a matter of
minutes wilh the help of SORD-PIPS.

@
SORD-PIPS
Interactive language
that works with you.

SORD-PIPS is interactive, which simply means It asks you
qucsfans on the screen and you give it answers tram the

keyboard. SORD-PIPS selects the appropriate job routine

automatically, and processes the information the way you
want it. It takes only 30 minutes to learn how to "interact" with
SORD-PIPS. ajid il you want evpn heller command ot the
language, a three-day course is also available.

4
SORD-PIPS — the
language developed from
the user's point of view.

The more business experience you have, the easier it is to use
SORD'PIPS. because SORD-PIPS was developed not torn
the computer manirfactufer's point of view, but from that ol the

user. The jobs you want to do are already in the program All

you have to do is enter the information. SORD COMPUTER
SYSTEMS INC. developed this language based on actual

experience in routlno office work — SORD-PIPS Is not a
programmer-oriented language thai can be applied to any kind

of office job. it is best appreciated by those who do the work
rathe/ than by those who figure out how to do It. For everyone
from office workers lo company presidents. SORD-PIPS can
be used for everything from daily data processing and daly
business administration to management simulation and
advanced strategic planning.

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION, PHONE OR CALL TODAY AT

COMPUTER MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS
ENTRANCE
ALBERT STHE El COMPUTERS

1 02b Albert St (Cnr Victoria & Albert Sts). Ph. 793-688, 793-408
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Two computer consultants give their point of view on
business computing. A.G. Jeffcry from Thames and Robert

Vallie from Auckland.

Getting a start — from a

By A. G. JEFFERY USeKS VieWpOillt
A distinction should be made

between those who
predominantly hit the computer
keyboard for output and those
more interested in the workings
of the machines. The former is

the person I consider to be a
user.
What confronts a small

businessperson looking at

computerising a small business?
Either. I think I need a computer

(or my business because it will keep
my costs down, make me more
competitive, the competition down
the road lias one.

Or. no way will a computer ever

be useful to me because I don't
understand them, don't have time

to figure one out, it will increase my
costs without increasing my
revenue.

Such conclusions will be based
on an understanding of needs. But
how does a small businessperson

"do their homework"?
• Read tonnes of literature on

small business systems. What
small business ownei has the
time and money to do that ? And
if they do, what do they read?
American, British and
Australian books and
magazines which have limited

practical value to them.
• Go to their accountant who

simply looks at the costs of

installing a computer system?
Which and what doesn't really

concern them

.

• Ask a friend who is a
microcomputer hobbyist. Bui

what does a hobbyist know
about the relative advantages of

various systems for 3 small
business?
He or she is probably hung up
on the inner workings of a Pear
or Garbage Can 80 and on the

way to a Ph.D. in computer
science. Even if ihey aren't

"one-eyed" about their

favourite machine, they'll be
rare beasts indeed if they know

14

more than just a little about
small business systems,

• Go to a consultant. But which?
He looks pood but he's also a

salesman for Pickles Systems
What about her? Consultant for

a software rouse, only handles

accounts over SXO.000. And
him? He is Pckles Systems.
While this one only handles
outfits that will probably need a
mini or mainframe - 20,000
invoices a month and up.

Give Up
Give up and stick, to bits of paper

and the accountant. But what about

those small businesses that are

"computerising"?
Let's look at this business here.

Good looking machine, excuse me
sir, are you the owner? You are,

how come you're operating the

computer? I
enjoy doing it, I write

my own programs. You mean
you're a hobbyist as well? Yes.

Would you consider that your costs

have declined. Hell no, and what's
more I don't care, I'm selling the

programs.
Interesting reasons for

computerising a business: a tax-

deductible hobby.

Let's try another. Excuse me, do
you think you've saved money since

your computerised? Most definitely.

Your business has expanded then.

A iot, these premises are twice the

size of the old ores and our Custom
has trebled. Has the computer kept

pace? Welt, no. We're going to have

to get a bigger machine soon. Any
other problems? Yes, big ones; this

machine won't allow us to transfer

our data to the new .one

automatically. We're going to have
to key the lot in from scratch. What
about the programs' They're,

going to have to be completely

rewritten.

Now this busiress seems to have
everything wo*ked out. The
computer doing wall is it? Definitely.

No problems? Well, no problems,

no. You hesitated. Well yes. You
see, since we bought this machine
we have found there is another

available that would enable us to

computerise some functions wo
didn't know could be. That would
have increased productivity X%.
What about price? The one we
bought was actually more expensive
than the more flexible one.

Not pretty

Not a pretty picture, the New
Zealand scene from the point of

view of one type of the small

business user.

What can we do about it?

Any advice from .any well-

informed source, given with the

end-user in mind, has to bo better

than nothing at all.

If the businessperson has the

time, inclination and ability, going it

alone could be an option.

For those who don't (and

probably the majority fit here) , some
independent, objective assessment
is a must. After all, as the

businessman said when asked why
he didn't do his own accounting:

"That's what I pay the accountant
tor. I pav him for good advice, If he

doesn't give it, I sack him."

Experience
Take my own experience as an

example. I have a TRS-80 Model III

but I was well aware that a screen

and disks are only good for playing

Space Invaders. I had to get a

printer.

I look around and can't find

anything of the quality I needed for

less than S350Q- After buying the

TRS, I simply don't have the
money.

I look around. I'm told a business

in town is trying to hock off an
Anderson h Jacobson Seloctronic,

certainly not your standard Tandy-
type printer

After a fair amount of fuss, we
hook the two beasts up. And what
have I got? - In my opinion, a

perfectly serviceable system.
'It has its shortcomings. The

printer isn't anywhere as fast as a

dot matrix or daisy wheel but no one
has yet complained the type is

unreadable.

The point of all this is that starting

out and never arriving is still much
better than never starting at all.

Much of the resistance to
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computers today seems to be based

on the "if it's not perfect, we won't
touch it" fallacy.

Lets face it, tradeoffs are
necessary, and unavoidable.

Optimisation of available resources
seems more realistic than flying

some idealistic kite.

Group scheme
The group scheme is another

option for the small business -

especially if it is one of several such
businesses in an area.

Unfortunately, such schemes are

often geared to the top end of the

micro market, or to minis.

But let's face it, maybe the lower-

end machines are simply not for the

small business. Maybe, when it's a
case of "you pays for what you
gets" and cheap can, all too often,

end up nasty.
The machine may be fine, but

what about backup; hardware
maintenance and software? Is the

outfit you boucht the machine from
willing to enter into a reasonable

maintenance contract, say no more
than 15% of the capital cost of the
machine? Are you willing to pay
more for tailor-made software, or

pre-packaged, possibly foreign,

software.

I believe pre-packaged software,

including the electronic spreadsheet
programs, are a pain in the

fundament if you don't have the

time to set up the models or the

money to pay someone to do it for

you.
For the home computer user who

runs applications programs
rather than "reinventing the
wheel", the opportunities given by
pre-packaged software to figure out
how it all works would have to be
considered as part of the fun of
having a computer. All' those zaps.
But to the home user, time isn't

money.

The case
for a .

personal
computer
By ROBERT VALUE

Personal computers can provide

business managers and* profes-

sionals with solutions to tha

toughest business problems. You
require your information to be filed

accurately, organised and reports

generated. You often need up-to-

date and easily accessible infor-

mation in making decisions and
you look at "What if...?

scenarios in solving problems.
In short, personal computers

provide you with business solu-

tions. These desktop computers
are cost-effective productivity

tools — integrated information
management systems which are

easy to use, powerful and flexible.

Ideally, personal computers will

not only solve your business pro-

blems today but allow for future

business changes and expansion.

The common management tools

or applications available on per-

sonal computers and used by
management and professions are:

• Numerical Analysis — financial

budgeting; forecasting, anal-

ysis and modelling; "what
if. .

.?" and statistical

analysis. Referred to as elec-

tronic spreadsheets.
• Information management —

simple mailing and client lists to

complex management of your

files (inventory, expense ac-

counts and personal records}.

Referred to as electronic filing

systems.
• Business graphics — using

results from your numerical
analysis and files, quality charts
and graphs for presentation.

• Word processing — memos;
personal and form letters; con-
tracts; articles; reports.

• Project management — ex-

changing data between com-
puters (micro, mini and main-
frame computers) and data
banks; turning your personal
computer into a mainframe ter-

minal.

The real benefit is being able to

use all these applications to meet
a single objective or solve one pro-

blem. This greatly increases your
effectiveness and efficiency.

A manager can quickly prepare
budgets or sales forecasts based
on accurate information stored

electronically, present the infor-

mation graphically, organise and
print reports and even send copies
to distant locations.

If these individual management
applications are easy to learn and
use, integrated and expandable,
you end up with a very

sophisticated and powerful
management tool that will save
you time and money.
Choice — From the busy

manager's viewpoint, it is often

best to find an independent con-
sultant to assist in selecting a per-

sonal computer. Quite frankly, the

range of personal computers
available (software and hardware)
can make selection a mind-
boggling and very risky exercise.

A consultant becomes your

teacher, translator and adviser.

Based on your selection criteria

(features, quality, vendor reputa-

tion and price) and the consul-

tant's background in data pro-
cessing and management applica-

tions, you receive objectivity and
data processing jargon translated

to business concepts.
After defining your re-

quirements and selecting your
specific management applica-

tions, a computer is recommend-
ed and assistance provided during
installation.

A consultant's fee, usually 5 to
10% of the total personal com-
puter system price, can easily be
justified as insurance against
disaster.

Systems — Personal com-
puter systems for managers will

consist of a computer, disk
storage and printer (referred to as
hardware) and management ap-
plications (software). Small por-
table systems start from around
$5000 (include word processing
and spreadsheet analysis) and
range to over $25,000 for fully in-

tegrated systems (all applications

included) that you can learn and
effectively utilise in a few hours.

The personal computer can
become a cost-effective manage-
ment tool, providing you obtain
what you require, are able to easi-

ly learn and use the applications,

and be able to expand the system
in future.

Robert Vallie is an independent
software consultant specialising
in personal computers.
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Apple database to

be established

CED Distributers has recently

completed negotiations with an
Australian company for the

system software to operate an
Apple computer database in Mew
Zealand.
This database, due to come into

use in June/July, will be very
much education-oriented. It will

be available to colleges and high
schools for exchange and storage
of programs.
Schools will be able to access

the database from their own
computers via an acoustic
coupled modern. By dialling a

telephone number and plugging
their telephone handset into the

i.'.:-.. :::;.;:'' - >•-

coupler they will then be able to
access any of the 2500 public

domain Apple programs that will

be available.

Acoustic couplers convert a
computer's digital signals into

tones suitable for sending over an
ordinary telephone connection.
Several models are available on
the NZ market, from SI 50 do-it-

yourself units tc $800 imported
models.
CED Distributers also plans to

include an Apple Bulletin Board
System (ABBS} later. This will

allow schools (and perhaps
individuals) to dial in information,

notices and messages for later

access by schocls or individuals,

as preselected by the originator.

Software tax

update

It appears all the rush to have
submissions on the Customs
review of duty and sales tax on
software in by February 1 5 (as
reported in the February issue of

BITS & BYTES) was unnecessary.
After informing us the deadline

was February 1 5 the Customs
Department then extended it to

March 31.
A report on the software tax

question was then due to be
presented to Customs Minister,

Mr Keith Allen, at the end of April.

THE GADGETS COMPANY
SEULSTHS

COMMODORE 64
KMONStflAteo i-i vcun own mdme<«xkl*noi
BO* 52-081, Auckland. Phone 882-280

PAID CIRCULATION NOW 5000+
MINIMUM PAGE NUMBER NOW 48

16 BIT PERSONAL COMPUTERS

SltlUS 1 "THE WAY T0 GR0W"

Up to 896K RAM

Nem 16 Bit Software

More languages

Communications

National support

128K Standard

WordStar, Micro Modeller

BASIC 86, C BftSIC,

C0B01S. Pascals, FORTRAN

Two RS232 Ports,

Parallel and l€£€ 48

fill Standard

Sirius the Number One Choice in business computers

Dealer enquiries welcomed

Write to BARSON COMPUTERS, P.O. Box 36-045

AUCKLAND
Distributed throughout Australia and New Zealand by:

Melbourne: 86 Nichobon St, Abbotsford, Vic.. 3067. Tel: 419 3033
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The Commodore 64 -
features, budget price

full

When the reviewer
decides to buy . . .

By Steven Darnold
Personal computers in New

Zealand tend to fall into two price
ranges. At $800 to S1400 are the
budget computers with cheap
keyboards, narrow screens, small
memories, and limited expansion
capabilities. At S2000 to $3000
are the high-quality, fully featured
computers.
The price of the Commodore 64

is $1295. This would seem to put
it in the budget-computer
•category. However, the Com-
modore 64 is actually a high-
quality, fully featured computer.
Careful analysis reveals that the
Commodore 64 is more than a
match for the Apple II, Atari 800,
and BBC Model B.

First Impressions
When you take the Commodore

64 out of its box, it looks very
much like a Commodore VIC-20.
The case is the same size and the
keys are laid out in exactly the
sama way. The main difference is

the smaller cartridge slot and the
darker colour of the ease. There is

also an extra joystick port and an
audio-video port.
The quality of the Commodore

64 first shows when you start to
assemble it. There is no nasty
modulator box. The modulator is

built-in and it produces a lovely
colour picture straight away. The
modulator cable is three metres
long and there is 1 .5 metres of
cord between the wall plug and
the transformer, and another 1.5
metres between the transformer
and the computer. This generous
allowance of cord means you can
comfortably use the 64 while lying
on the couch.
The Commodore 64 produces a

very legible 40-column display on
an ordinary television set. Sounds
are played through the television's
speaker, although a high fidelity

speaker may also be connected to
the audio-video port. The cassette
port happily accepts a PET or VIC

cassette drive; the serial port hap-
pily accepts a VIC disk drive.
The Corrmodore 64 User's

Guide does a reasonable job of ex-
plaining how to set up the com-
puter, use the keyboard and LOAD
and SAVE programs. However,
the section en programming is too
brief to offer much assistance.
Beginning programmers will need
to buy "Gortek and the
Microchips" or "Introduction to
BASIC." Similarly, the technical
information given in the User's
Guide is pretty limited. Serious
programmers will need to buy the
"Programmer's Reference Guide"
for 500 pages of solid
information.

Graphics
The Commodore 64 has the

most extensive graphics
capabilities of any computer I

have seen. First, it can use the
standard PET graphics characters.
Second, it can redefine all 256
characters in the character
generator. Third, it can plot in-
dividual pixels on a 320 x 200 bit
map. Fourth, it can display sprites.
All these capabilities can be mixed
freely. You can plot on the bit

map. print characters, and push
sprites around all on the same
screen.

The sprites are spectacular.
Even in BASIC, the special
graphics chip can move eight four-
colour sprites swiftly around the
screen, Each sprite has a priority
which determines whether it

passes behind or in front of other
screen objects. There is also a col-
lision register which records a
sprite's contact with any other
screen object.

Sprites are easily altered.
Several images can be stored for
each sprite, and a single POKE will
flip from one image to another.
Thus, it's easy to make a bird flap
its wings or a space invader wave
its arms. And if you need a bigger
sprite, a single POKE doubles a
sprite's size horizontally or
vertically.

Within an hour of unpacking the
Commodore 64, I had a big white
square revolving around the blue
letters of a program listing. The
square moved from left to right in

front of the letters, and then from
right to left behind the letters (but
in front on the grey background).
It looked so realistic that the blue

THE GADGETS COMPANY
SELLS THE

COMMODORE 64
Bo* 53-oat Auckland Phono 862-260
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Commodore 64
review (continued)

letters appeared to stand out from
the screen a few millimetres. I

then put a hole in the white
square, and (amazinglyl) the blue

letters were visible through the
hole as it passed over the Fisting.

The graphics of this machine are

just incredible.

Sound
The sound on the Commodore

64 is the best I have heard from a

computer. Be it gunshots or
violins, a blindfolded listener

would have difficulty
distinguishing the computer's ren-

dition from recordings of the real

thing. The special sound chip in

the 64 produces three separate
voices, each with 9 range of nine
octaves. The programmer has
detailed control over the type of
sound produced by each voice.

This includes setting the timbre,
attack, decay, sustain, release,

high-pass filter, low-pass filter,

bandpass filler, and vibrato. The
sychronisation and ring modula-
tion of voices is also possible.

I am no musician, but I have pro-

duced several sounds by trial and
error. It is quite overwhelming.
Clearly there is enough capability

in the sound chip to keep an en-
thusiast busy for years.

Programming
When the Commodore 64 is

turned on, there is 38K of RAM
available for BASIC programs.
This is reduced by 8K if the hi-res

bit map is used or by 4K if the
character generator is redefined.
For machine language programs
50K of RAM is available via a sim-
ple POKE which turns off the
BASIC ROM. Further RAM, up to
64K in total, is available to pro-
grammers prepared to write their
own operating system and I/O
routines.

Programmers will relish the
Commodore 64's flexibility.

Because there is RAM under all

the ROM. it is quite possible to
transfer BASIC or the operating
system to the RAM below, where
it can be modified. Similarly,
screen memory can be moved to

almost any location. This is very
handy for emulating a different
brand of computer which has its

screen memory in a different
location.

The Commodore 64 has an ex-
cellent full-screen editing system.
No Special EDIT or COPY mode is

required. Any line on the screen
can be modified simply by moving
the cursor to the line and inserting
or deleting as required. When the
line is perfect, you press RETURN.

What you see is what you got.
The Commodore 64 uses the

same version of Microsoft BASIC
as the PET and the VIC-20. This
BASIC, unfortunately, has no
special commands for utilising the
64's advanced graphics and
sound features. Programmers will
either have to POKE the sound and
graphics registers directly or buy
Commodore's extended BASIC
cartridge. This cartridge adds 114
commands for graphics, sound,

Microcomputer' Summary
Name: .,

Microprocessor:

Clock Speed:
RAM::
ROM::
InpuWOurput:

Keyboard:

Display:

Languages:

Graphics:

Sound:

Cost;
Options:

Peripherals:

Review unit from
Ratings:

Commodore 64. -

6510 1=6502 with special features).

1 MHz.
64K (3891 1 bytes free for basic).

20K plus up to 16K as cartridge.

Buffered cassette port {50Q baud}, buffered RS-232
"Interface (50-19200 baud), parallel user port, car-

tridge slot „ .{for extra ROM or% ;
alternate

microprocessor!, audio-video ports (auolo-in, audio
our, modulated videoaut, composite video ouel, two
joystick ports.

Full-si26 65-key typewriter style, auto repeat on all

keys (solectable), four programmable function keys,
10-suoke buffer.
25 lines by 40 characters, upper/lower case, inverse
Cideo, 16 colours.

Microsoft BASIC in ROM and,,65021 machine
language. Optional BASIC compiler. UCSO Pascal,
Pilot and Logo, Other languages available: via CP/M
cption.

Text mode — 64 standard graphics Characters, up to
256 user-definable characters Hi-res mode —
£4,000 pixels;. 16 colours (but only two in each
64-pixel block). Mufti-colour mPde - 32,000 pixels,
16 colours (but only four in each 32-pixei block).

Sprites. - 16 coteufs <bvi only 4 per sprite), sizes
from 1 pixel to 48x42 block, 3 priority levels for 3-D
graphics, sprite-sprite end spfite-backgiouod colli-

sion register,

3 voices, each totally addressable through 9
octaves, attack/ deWy/suStain/release, "flteinfl,

modulation and white noise.
S1295
IEEE-488 port, CP/M cartridge, extended BASIC car-

tridge. 80-column cartridge, machine language car-
tridge, KEYNET networking system.
Uses all VIC-20 or {via IEEE-488 options) PET/C&M
peripherals. There are? models of disk drive, ranging
fiom single V?0K floppy ($ 1295) to-'7.5M win-
ciester ($731 T}. All disk drives areintSfltgent and
use no computer RAM. There are 5 models of printer,

ranging from BO-coIumn dot-matrix ($89.51 to heavy-
d,ity i32-co!urnn dot-matrix (53560) arid dalsv-
wheel ($2995,.
Commodore Computer (N.Z.J Ltd.
Documentation, 4; Ease of use, 3; Language, 3;
Expansion, 5; Value for money, 5; Support, 4.
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program debugging, structured
programming, and mathematics.
It will cost about $200 in New
Zealand and should be of con-
siderable interest to educational
users.

Software
Normally it takes a year or two

for much software to become
available for a new computer. The
Commodore 64, however, is not
really a new computer. Its BASIC
is she same as the PET, its tape
and disk are the same as the PET,
its screen dimensions are the
same as the PET, and it can use
PET graphics. As a result, many
PET programs run perfectly on the
64. In fact, the only minor ad-
justments, the 64 will run 90 per
cent of PET programs. This makes
thousands o1 programs im-
mediately available for the 64.
Several of the biggest producers

of Apple and Atari games have an-

nounced that they are adapting
their programs to run on the 64.
This includes Sinus Software,
Broderbund, and Infocom.
Several sophisticated machine

language programs have already
been written specifically for the
Commodore 64. This includes
four word processors, two
spreadsheets, and a 3ASIC com-
piler. The most interesting thing
about these programs is that they
are selling for about half the price
of their PET equivalents. Obvious-
ly, the 64 is aimed at a mass
market, and the hardware and
software are being priced
accordingly.

Peripherals

Because the Commodore 64
uses PET and VIC- 20 peripherals,
there is a huge range to choose
from. Joysticks, paddles, light

pens, printers, floppy disks, hard
disks, speech synthesisers, and
plotters are all available.

Because Commodore com-
puters use a more sophisticated
tape system than most other
microcomputers, you can't use an
ordinary cassette recorder with
the 64. The special Commodore

THE GADGETS COMPANY
SH

VIC 20 COMPUTER
BOX 52-081. Auckland PhCWt 862-260

cassette unit costs $149.

What's wrong with
the Commodore 64?

It may appear from this review
that the Commodore 64 is a
perfect compute-, without a single

flaw. The fact is: I am hugely im-
pressed by the 64, and I am going
to buy one. However, not
everyone wil share my
enthusiasm.
Some people will not like the

BASIC. They may want an ELSE
for the IF-THEN, or they may want
more than 10-cigit accuracy, or
they may want special
sound/graphics commands. No
implementation of BASIC pleases
everyone (in fact, some people
hate BASIC itself). The advantaso
of the CommoCore 64 is that a
single POKE blows BASIC away. If

you don't like the built-in BASIC,
select an alternative and use it in-

stead.

Some people will not like the
way the Commodore 64 imbeds
colours and cursor movements in

PRINT statements. PET and
VlC-20 users a-e already familiar
with this feature and know how
handy it is. It takes some getting
used to, but it s a very powerful
feature.
Some people will complain that

the 500-baud tape recording rate
is not fast e sough. However,
Commodore ains for high reliab-

ility, not high speed. That is why
the 64 uses a special cassette
recorder; that is why the 64 has a
191-character cassette buffer;
that is why the 64 actually
records every tape file twice {at

1000 baud) so that read errors
can be corrected. Besides, if Com-
modore had changed the recor-
ding format of the 64, it would no
longer be compatible with the PET
and the VIC-20. There's little

enough comparability in the
microcomputer world —

I con-
gratulate Commodore for holding
on to its tape s:andard.
Some people will complain that

the 64 should d splay 80 column s,

or that it shotld have a built-in

assembler, or :hat it should run
CP.'M. No problem. Cartridges are
available already to do these
things. As any Apple owner will

tell you, if you can't customise
your computer to fit your needs,

then it's not really a computer.

Final remarks
I have now had the Commodore

64 for ten days, and in that time
there were many thrilling

moments as I grappled with
graphics and sound, However, the
sweetest moment of all was when
I loaded the 64 with a humble PET
program written in 1978 — the
dawn of the personal computer
age. It ran perfectly. This is the
strength of the Commodore 64:
its advanced features point to the
future, but its roots run down to
the earliest days of microcom-
puting.

C-64
Now you have read how
good this fantastic

machine is, consult M.Z.'s
most knowledgeble *64

dealer about supply of

your new '64.

Write to:

Peter Archer

PERSONAL COMPUTER
SYSTEMS
P.O. Box 660,
NELSON.
Telephone NH 79362 anytime.

CDiTlPUTER

(CO) TAPE

low 10 Min.
*•"

STANDARD
°R0™JI

l0W CASSETTE BLANKS L0W
DROP-OUT GUARANTEED PROP-OUT

inct. LABELS ANO CASE
C-IOBOXOflO II9.SS

POSTAGE AND PACKAGING 11.1 D

5 TO 60 MIN. TAPES - SEND FOR UST

GAMES- ZX81 -GAMES
it FAST*

C*FATGAXSSWUACHNE (XXX
FOR YOUR ZXBI

SEND FOR FREE LIST NOW!!

TO: MICRO 81"
P.O. BOX 80075. AUCKLAND 7.
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MAIL ORDER
SOFTWARE
Best range available in

N.Z. for home computers

ZX81
ZX Pilot

ZXMan
ZX Trek

ZX Penetrator

ZX Casino

ZX Word etc etc

Mystery House Adv.

VIC 20
Frogger

Defender

Chopper Raid

Space Maze
Shark Attack

Traxx etc etc

CBM64
Business programs

New games

all just arrived

Send for our catalog

ALL DISPLAYED &
DEMONSTATED

Mail Orders Welcome

BANKCARD - VISA - CASH PRICES

K'RD
Video &
Computer

65 PITT St., AUCKLAND
Ph. 399655
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Taxing the

computer
Sirs - Many thanks for a very

informative article on duty and
sales tax on software etc
(February '83 issue). As I write
this, I still await an answer to an
enquiry from the custom house in

Wellington. Perhaps, the com-
puter they use car't or is still com-
puting the variety of tariffs

available to the department.
It is a pity I didn't receive this

issue until the day of "media for
data processing equipment" or

they may have had this jumble of
words.
Once again, thank you and keep

up your informative reporting.

i.Mcdonald (Taupoi.

Computer:
tool

or topic?

Sirs — I am responding to an ar-

ticle in your February edition

which proposes that computer
studies should become a school

certificate subject.

To my mind, tNs sort of plea

represents the tip of an iceberg

which I know worries many
teachers and, even more, worries

many employers as well as
parents.

The worry is: do teachers
recognise the computer as a tool

or a subject?
In industry, we want people to

understand how to use the com-
puter for developing, or better ser-

vicing, business. We need people

who are knowledgeable in using
the equipment and have a basic

understanding of what is going
on.

But do we need people who can
program, or re-program, the com-
puter? That is a specialist exercise

in an ever-changing world of ad-

vancing technology.
We don't have sny school cer-

tificate courses on book produc-
tion, manufacture of tape
recorders, or production of films.

These are all tools used in the pur-

suit of greater understanding or
knowledge.

It is my belief, and I know that
of many others, that the computer
is another such tool, though a
sophisticated one.
Around the world, one can see

varying approaches to the use of
computers in schools. America
has computer-assisted instruc-

tion. Britain has computer-
assisted learning.

Those are the two poles bet-
ween which education should site

itself. Do we use the computer as
a form of instruction (and a sub-
ject in itself* or do we use it to
assist learning and develop a
greater understanding of both
computer and subject?

The vast majority of people, I

am sure, consider computer-
assisted learning to be the
ultimate. Whatever program
comes into computer studies in

schools should be strictly related
to how to understand the machine
and how it can help the student
get a better grasp of individual

subjects.

Does computer studies
therefore have a place in school
certificate? I doubt it.

— D.J. HEAP (managing director.

Heineman Publishers INZI Ltd!.

P.S. If anybody should think I

have a pecuniary interest in
pleading that computers are mere-
ly a tool and not a subject because
I am a book publisher, my own
company publishes one of the
most extensive ranges of educa-
tional software available in
schools anywhere in the world.
We are thoroughly conversant
with and thoroughly approve of
computer-assisted learning.

Happy days
Sirs - Your recent packaging of

your excellent magazine is the
best thing to fall into my letter box
since my 1981 tax refund. For
once, it arrived clean and flat, and
I'm grateful. Thanks. — D R
GREENFIELD (Morrinsville).

Note to correspondent

Delaney McVay: your letter has
been referred for comment.
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The quest for

computer
knowledge
By MIKE WALL
The great scramble for

knowledge started by itself.

Time magazine helped it along
considerably when it announced
its infamous "Machine of the

year" and now the B.B.C.
computer series is winding things

up to fever pitch.

Nice, average, ordinary New
Zealanders are discussing bubble
sorts. Little do they realise that
learning about computers can be
horribly addictive.
Sure it seems innocent enough.

You can play the odd computer
game at a party and flick idly

through the computer section in

the newspapers. Then you find

yourself standing in the middle of

computer shops without any idea
how you got there. You seriously

contemplate "doing a deal" with
a microcomputer salesman.

I lundreds ond hundreds of
people are finding themselves
hooked on learning about
computers- That's marvellous; a

computer-literate population can
only be in everybody's best
interest. What causes me concern
is the matter of education.

I more or less had to teach
myself what I currently know
about computers and most of my
teacher colleagues are in the same
position. In this day and age there

must be a better way.
The local Polytechnic was

absolutely swamped this year

FREE CLASSIFIED ADS
BITS &• BYTES offers free

classified advertisements of up
to 20 words to members of
micro clubs, students and
hobbyists generally. Each word
above 20 will cost 20c. If the
advertisement is to appear more
than once, then after the first
insertion, the cost is 20c per
word per issue.

with enrolments in all computer
classes. In fact, most rolls were
closed well before morning tea on
enrolling day and I suspect that
other centres noticed a similar

"panic"" demand.
If my Polytech experience is

anything to go by, a sizeable
proportion of first-time students
come equipped only with the
vague idea that they want to
know something. . .anything
. . . about computers. And what
do they get? BASIC and/or Pascal.
Those students who have

enrolled to learn BASIC and/or
Pascal are quite happy. The
Polytech tutors are experienced
professionals and they do their job
efficiently. But it is my opinion
that those students who are just

along to learn about computers in

general go home unfulfilled.

Enter the secondary schools!
The argument over what pupils

should be tsLght in a core
computer "awareness" course
has been and gene. BASIC and/or
Pascal were left lying in the dust
to be picked up again at a later

stage. Most teachers I know shed
no tears; there were good, sound
educational arguments for
keeping programming well away
from learning about computers.
That doesn't mean to say, of

course, that pupils don't learn

ABOUT programs. The course
guidelines issued by the
Department recemmend that they"
are at least shown a simple listing,

but the pdint is that they are there
to learn about computers and not

about writing code.
Those secondary schools brave

enough to offer night classes in

"Computer Studies" or

"Computer Awareness" were
just as swamped as the Polytech.

This time however, rather than
getting a mixture of students who
are starting with empty but open
minds and those who specifically

want to learn programming, the

schools get mainly the first sort.

The arguments raised about
pupils and programming hold just

as much weight with adults and
programming, and I am pleased to
report that the majority of night
classes are designed to satisfy the
vague desire to learn about
computers in general.
As well as the educational

arguments against teaching
people solely how to write code,
there are other snags.
Because of the huge aptitude

range that emerges in every
programming class, morale
problems can quickly emerge.
They occur in classes where
everyone has signed up
specifically to write programs let

alone where most of the students
don't know what they want.
My personal conclusions are:

• There are great throngs of

people who want to learn

about computers.
• School night classes are the

only way at present that they
get a good, general
introduction.

• If people specifically want to
learn programming, then they
.-hould get up really early and
go to Polytech which offers all

the gear and all the expertise.

In these days when computers
are big business, teaching the
uninitiated about them has the
potential to be even bigger. The
time has never been better to
advertise computer night classes
but be prepared for an avalanche.
With falling rolls just round the

next corner, a wonderfuF
reputation for teaching mums and
dads and uncles and cousins
8bout computers is a powerful
selling point.

THE GADGETS COMPANY

VIC 20 COMPUTER
Box 52-081, Auckland. Phone 862-260

DART DATA SYSTEMS
CPSM SOFTWARE SPECIALISTS OFFER

VEDIT - by COMPUVIEW - FULL SCREEN EDITOR

DISCOUNT PRICE $250
SEND FOR DETAILS

Bpx 29-239 AUCKLAND $99-201
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The network selection
NICK SMYTHE discusses
networks which are avail-

able locally.

The choice of education net-

works available Locally comes
down to Apple, Poly, BBC,

TRS80s and their look-alikes.

POLYNET is The Poly system. It

comes in the purchase price of a

Poly system and is a medium-slow
system based on 8in disks. It is well

tried and value for a stationary class

set.

U-NET is the Apple low-cost

network. It is slow and based on
5 '/Sin disks with a hard-disk version

planned. Its merits are cost lsl-2000

for the server cards plus $3-400 per

station interface) and compatibility

with Apple II and the BBC machine,

as well as the Pet and a range of

other British micros, A low-cost but

relatively unsophisticated system

using the well-known RS-232 serial

port.

NESTAR is the Apple-based
system already In at least one
school. It is quite fast (

%

Megabaud) and has sophisticated

networking control suitable for the
office as much as the school

environment. It is expensive 11982
prices were $2-3000 for server

software and $450 per station for

interface cards) but it supports
Apple II and III and has support

scheduled for the IBM computer
and ACT Sirius. All rather up-

market for schools, but several have
systems installed.

OMNlNET comes from Cocvus. It

is the most attractive idea since it is

designed around the concept of

allowing the linkage of a wide

BACK COPIES AND SUBS
All subscriptions run from the

next issue of BITS & BYTES after

the subscription is received.

Back copies are available for all

issues except number 1 (although
numbers are limited).

The price for back copies is $1
PER ISSUE plus 50 cents postage
and packaging PER ISSUE.

Please send your cheque or

postal note with your order for

back copies,
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variety of machines. It is very fast (1

Megabaud) and can extend its

cheap cable over more than 1km. It

uses quite sophisticated hardware in

plug-in cards and by Christmas.

1982, had announced cards for

eight microcomputers. It appears
likely to seek to service most high-

sales computers in the educational

area that have provision for plug-in

cards. As yet the BBC computer is

not supported. The problem with

Omninet is its pricing structure in

New Zealand which is unlikely to

attract purchasers, Each station

interface is being marketed by CED
at more than $1100

ECQNET, the BEC system. There
is some doubt as to its effective

speed. This is a crucial question
since one attractive feature of the

BBC machine is it: apparent ability

to provide a cheap network of low-

cost computers. Tie worth of this

depends on how good the network
is. Available reviews indicate a
250Kbaud transfer rate, but at the

same lime cite examples indicating

a far slowo r spood i n practice.

CAMBRIDGE RING. This is the

super-fast network developed in

Cambridge for mainframe
communication. Ti"e BBC Econet is

planned to have a gateway interface

to Cambridge irstallations and
thence to other microcomputer
networks. Details on ihis gateway
are even less clear at present,
however.
At present the most locally tested

system is the Poly. For Apple users
the choice is a low cost but limited

capability system or some proven
fast systems which at present

appear overpriced. The BBC
network remains ihe dark horse-

Things Should Clarity in this area as
more purchases are made and
operating systems become more
widely available.

If you are buying now bear two
things in mind. One is that a
network wilLporfomas well as your

task lets it. It is very hard to know
beforehand what is adequate. Try

and see one in operation and be
aware that a two-machine
demonstration is like testing a saw
on butter. The othe' thing to bear in

mind is that a bad network can mess
up an awful lot of nricros.

Computer Blackboard
C.E.D., distributor of Apple

micros has appointed a teacher to

act as its educational services

manager. Paul Dickinson, who has

been a prominent figure in

educational computing for several

years, is available to run courses,
provide assistance etc. Contact
Paul through C.E.D. in Auckland
or through your Apple dealer.

Access Data, distributor of the
B.B.C. Micro has also appointed
teacher as its educations
manager. He is Joe Joyce, an ex

music teacher from Auckland
Grammar. Joe can be contacted
through Access Data in Auckland
or through your B.B.C. dealer.

Two refresher courses are
planned this year entitled

"Computers in Schools." One will

be in the South Island and one in

the North Island . . . details to be
published soon in the Gazette.

Christchurch Teachers College
is currently prod ucing a video ta pe

which shows teachers how to use
LOGO. It will be available shortly.

Competition is pushing down
le orice of flocov disks. Thethe price of floppy disks, i ne

lowest prices round the country
are current! v S 38.50 a box for

I |.'llw't."> ii.Juirii ,ii-r VVUIIU
are currently S 38.50 a box foare currently $38.50 a box for

cash and S42.00 a box for credit.

What is your school paying?
(I'm sorry but those prices apply
to schools only!)

A number of the educational

book reps are starting to cart

round software. It is the only
realistic way of being able to see

before you buy so grab the next
rep you see and ask what
software is available . . . and if not

why not?

Contributions and inquiries from
teachers and so on to this column
are welcomed and should be

directed to Mike Wall, 56 Waysrdc
Avenue, Christchurch 5 or CE-

BITS & BYTES, Box 827,

Christchurch.

THE GADGETS COMPANY
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Computer
camp a
total

experience
By CATHY ARROW
Thirty youngsters happily

chattering, peeking in through the

windows. anticipation and
excitement in the air. "What are
you waiting for?" asks our six-

year-old son.
"Computer Time" came the

chorus from this group of 10 to

17-year-old boys and girls at the

Kiwanis Huia camp. near
Auckland.

After arriving Sunday
afternoon, their daily routine until

departure on Saturday morning
was three hours morning
computer activity, outdoor

activity in the afternoon, plus an
optional two-hours of computer
time in the evenng.
Next day offered morning

outdoor activities and four hours
of afternoon computer activity.

Tutors aim at two and a quarter

hours structured learning for

morning sessions and about three
hours at afternoon sessions. But
notice that as the week
progresses, the games time
following each lesson steadily
increases as children tiro sooner.
However, towards the end of the
week, the girls tended to keep on

EVERYONE NEEDS A MATE EVEN YOUR COMPUTER
Get

DATAMATE
DISK STORAGE UNITS

SUITABLE FOR MOST
COMPUTERS INCLUDING

TRS-80. NEC, System 80, BBC,
Apple II etc.

&DVANCED CONTROL ltd.

16 St Marks Rd. Newmarket
P.O. Box 37-180. Parnell.

PH. 504-690, 504-691

Please send more information on your DATAMATE Disk storage System

Namo

AddtoM

My Computet ia
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CDUCRTION
programming m preference to

games.
An average of five boys to one

girl attended New Zealand's first

computer camps.
"Time Magazine", says Peter

Carr. a Director of Computer
Camps Ltd, "r&veals a ratio of
three boys to one girl at American
computer camps."

Admiration —
One young lady who won the

admiration of her fellow

computerists was Charlotte, a

10-year-old with an Apple
computer, plus a couple of older

brothers at home. She was onto
more advanced assignments in

just two days.

Participants travelled from
many areas including Wellington,

Hamilton and Dargaville with 11
young citizens from Opotoki.

Some, like Christopher from
Thames, and 12-year-old Nanaia,

from Huntly, already had
computers aft home. Others like

12-year-old David, from New
Plymouth, were looking forward
to obtaining one. Many were
anticipating using computers at

school, while others were
increasing their knowledge.
Absent were pupils from

Glenfield College, Selwyn College

frwrartwwfr &?**<+*+**+** ftWrtwr*T*rft»f*P*«Mwwfwi* ^>^wwf.
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and Otahuhu College - "Sign of

the quality, depth of courses and
number of computers installed

there," says Peter.

Varying age groups merged well

together, with most participants

in ihe 10 to 14 age bracket. As
children worked at their own rate

through each assignment,
younger participants were not
hindered by not having dealt with
algebra.

Thanks to Lions, the Auckland
Savings Bank and 8irthright,

about 20 children were sponsored
to attend. Volunteer help in both

classroom and kitchen helped
keep costs cown. Some
volunteers had enjoyed their first

camp so much thev returned for a

second effort.

Essential to the camp's success
were the 31 computers. Apples

were hired from Glenfield College,

System 80s from Pakuranga

College and VIC's and PETS from

Otauhuhu College, David Reid
Electronics lent colour computers.
Microprocessor Developments Ltd!

provided an Epsom HX 20. A Poly

came from Progeni at reduced
rates, and a printer was lent by
CED.
Activities —
Two groups of 30 were formed

for activities.. Computer books
were on sale. Many asked: "Can
we buy games programs here?"
Accommodation, trips, "food

and fun were all included in the

cost of $190 per child. Activities

included tramping, swimming.
boating, roller skating and horse
riding.

Very few left the computer
room for a snack available

throughout the session. Apart

from individual achievement on
computers and the experience of

living and sharing with others, the

camp appeared an excellent place

for personal growth.
Psychologist and co-director,

Glynn Hurley, spent time with

groups of 10 communicating with

them, encburaging them to join

discussions, express themselves,

gain self confidence, and relate to

other people.

Peter and Glynn are

enthusiastic, eager to assess and
try improvements for the camps.
Course content is baing evaluated

and they are considering the

inclusion of Logo to allow younger
children to get more from the

courses.
Student progress records have

been taken as both children and
parents have indicated a desire for

more advanced camps. Parents

have also expressed Interest in
.

camps for adults and the

company.
Plans —

Plans are being made to hold

weekend adult camp and family

camps.
The organisers also envisage a

data processing course over two
weekends as an update for

women over 30 or people
returning to the work force.

Wellington and there will be

computer camps in Australia this

year. A camp in Christchurch is

also being investigated.

In Auckland, the May and
August camps will be at different

venues, and already are half-

booked. The response to the

Christmas camps exceeded all

expectations and many
applications were received after

the 240 places were booked.

It's less hassle
regularly

Having difficulty getting your

copy of "Bits & Bytes" regularly?

We suggest that you become a

subscriber. If you prefer to buy from
your bookstore or computer shop
place a regular order. This will help

ensure you always -get a copy.
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Once you've bought a book,
you're in the club. So just pick

out the books you want, fill in

the coupon on the next page
and post it in.

We are offering savings on the
C3sh you pay for each book
PLUS we give credit bonus
points on each purchase. These
are stored to your credit, and a
number of times a year we will

offer special groat buys for
cash plus these points. These
bargains will he available only
to those with credit poinis. You
get the books post free!
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A cost

benefit

analysis
By CHRIS McLEOD

What are ihe costs and benefits
of owning a computer? This
month we will look at what must
be considered before buying a
computer to use on the farm.
Most of the costs are obvious, but
some of the benefits are a little

more obscure.

Costs — Once you have
decided on software, you can
then look at computers.
The purchase price is likely to be

a major cost. Make sure you in-

clude all the items of hardware
necessary to run your software.
This will probably include the
computer itself, a monitor (TV or
video monitor!, some sort ot
storage device cassette tape
drive, or disc drive, and a printer.

With some machines, a terminal is

used instead of a monitor.
Watch out for extra bits and

pieces which may be required. An

example is using an Apple com-
puter to run CP/M software which
requires a video output of 80 col-
umns and 24 rows. You will need
to add a Z80 card to the Apple,
and a video card which gives the
80 by 24 display.
These additions could add more

than $1000 to the baste cost so
be careful when you evaluate the
cost of the hardware.

By this stage, you should know
the cost of software, and the
operating system(s) it will run on.
If the operating system is not
standard on the computer you
select, include it in the software
cost. If the computer does not
support that operating system,
you have chosen the wrong
computer I

Check — When buying soft-
ware, check how well it is sup-
ported (ie. if you want changes
made to the program, or bugs fix-

ed, can that be done easily and
preferably in New Zeatand) and
what sort of guarantee comes
with the software.

It is not uncommon for bugs to
be found in programs, so it is

preferable to have it covered by a
guarantee which states that any
bugs found will be fixed at no cost
to you. Remember that once you
have your computer, you will pro-
bably want to buy more software
later.

Now to items which could bo
called disposables — cassette
tapes or disks, printer paper,
printer ribbons, and perhaps a
tape head or disk head cleaning
kit.

Although cassette tapes and
floppy disks do wear out, they last

so long they could be considered
permanent. The difficulty is in

deciding how many you will need.
With tapes, tt is probably best to

allow for only one program or data
file for each tape, because it is

much easier to find a program if it

is the only one on the tape, rather
than searching through a tape
looking for one program among
many. With disks, you can have
as many programs on a disk as it

wili hold.

With both tapes and disks, you
must have at least one, and
preferably two, backups. This
means having a second (and third)

tape or disk with the same pro-
grams and data files as the master
tape or disk you use. The backups
should be stored away from the
master, preferably in another
building.

It's hard to estimate in advance
what printer paper and head
cleaning kits you will require. If

possible, talk to another computer
user running the same sort of pro-
grams as you intend to.

FARMERS...
Save time and money!
Let Rural Computer Systems take you into the computer
age. At last farming programs are available in New
Zealand. Produced by farmers with the assistance of a
specialist farm accountant. Next time you are in

Christen urch contact Alister Burbury at 160 Tuam St. or
phone 796-734, or fill in the coupon below. Sit behind a

microcompu ter with Rural Programs and you'll find it hard
to tear yourself away!

NZ distributer:

FARMPLAN
I I

Ploaso

C Impair

sew! me Rural

i Information.

Authorised dealerr I LJ
APPLE
SORD |r-i

Pleas* send me details

about Rural Computer
Seminars

Name

Occupation

Address

Plea si: send

ahum Rural

RmnhtUr
Computer

FREEPOSTMO. 700
RURAL COMPUTER SYSTEMS
P.O. BOX 1136 CHRiSTCHURCH

'Stock Recording
•Financial Planning
•Feed Budgeting
• Word Processing
•Gross Margins
•Farm Diary

recording
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FARMING
Maintenance — Mainten-

ance of the hardware must be
considered. You can take out a
maintenance! contract, or stand
the cost of any repairs yourself.

A maintenance contract will

cost between 1% and 2% of the
total cost of the hardware per
month. For a $5000 system, you
could expect to pay between
$600 and $1200 per year. The
contract should Include the labour

cost and replacement parts cost
of any breakdown, and may in-

clude periodic inspections.

One of the big advantages of

such a contract is that repairs

should be carried out within a few
hours of the breakdown. Make
sure you know how long you can
have a contract for. It is not much
use if it can-not be renewed after

two or three years, because it is at

this time you can expect things to

go wrong.
You may have to pay a little

more for the contract after a cer-

tain time, but that is probably fair

enough. Just make sure that the

contract can be renewed, and for

a reasonable length of time.
If you do not take out a

maintenance contract, still include

a cost for maintenance, perhaps
about 1% of the purchase price.

The mechanical parts of the
system, such as printer and disk

lor tape) drives, are the most likely

to go wrong.
The cost of the system should

include any other peripherals you

MMM* ........ .
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intend to use with the computer
which you would not otherwise
have. Items that come to mind are

electronic scales, and electronic

eartag equipment.

Time — The final cost item is

time. Sometimes, a computer will

mean you spend more time collec-

ting data and entering it than if

you did not have the computer.
This is not usually a problem
because it means you are collec-

ting more information, apd hence
have more information available to
make better management
decisions.
But if the extra information is of

no real use, the extra time re-

quired is wasted. Extra time re-

quired for data collection and data
entry should be offset by the
benefits of improved management
information.
Time can be also taken up

writing your own programs.
Unless you are very interested in

computer programming as a hob-

by, do not write your own pro-
grams. Look around for some
commercial software which will

do the job, or approach a profes-
sional programmer who has a
good knowledge of farming.

Unless you are a skilled pro-

grammer fend it takes much prac-
tice}, it takes a long time to write a
program — much longer than you
would think- Commercial soft-

ware may be expensive, and a
professional programmer even
more so; but they are cheap alter-

natives unless you place very little

value on your time.

Benefits — Benefits of using

a computer on the farm can be
considered under two general

categories — improved manage-

ment information, and savings in

time.

Improved management informa-
tion is usually by far the more im-j

portant. With better information

at your fingertips, you are able to

make much better management
decisions, leading to increased in-

come and/or decreased expenses.

But this is very difficult M
measure in dollar terms. A lot o!

the information collected bi

farmers is for use by others. Mos
of the financial information col

lected is for the preparation of ac
counts for taxation purposes, len

ding agencies and the like.

This information is assembled if

such a way so that it is of little usi

to the farmer for management pur
poses. If assembled on a com
puter, the information could bi

used by the accountant fa
traditional reasons, and thei
reassembled into a form of use tc

the farmer.
One big advantage of usin-g

computer for financial information!

is that "what if?" studies can bi

made. If gross margin calculation:

are to be done by hand, it is unlike

ly many different options will hi

considered because of the time ii

takes to recalculate a new grosi

margin. However, once you have

the basic information in the com-
puter, you can alter one or two
factors (eg. yield) easily.

A much better idea of the sen-

sitivity of the enterprise to various

changes can be gained, allow)

better decisions to be made. T
capacity to easily carry out "wt
if?" studies on the computer
one of the most powerful tools in

management.

Continued on page 45

FARM PLAN (NZ) Ltd

FARM COMPUTER SOFTWARE
At last the "FBMS"— the complete New Zealand developed Farm Business Management System
designed to satisfy the needs of both Farmer and Accountant. We invite you to invite us to

demonstrate our software to you.

Write to: H.A. lissaman
FARM PLAN (NZ)UTD
P.O. Box 1838
CHRISTCHURCH
Phone 557-232

Name .

Address

Occupation
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In the Belly

of the Beast

Addressing
memory
By Gerrit Bahlman
To now we have concerned

ourselves with how numbers and
letters can be stored using binary

digits. In this chapter of the
continuing saga of computer
intestinals we will look at
addressing computer memory.

In any real task that the

computer is used to perform a
large number of data items will be
involved. 8y data items, I mean
letters, numbers and so on as they

combine to form words such as
names, addresses, ages, values,

etc. An average job will involve
hundreds if not thousands of
individual symbols represented by
8-bit patterns. Notice "by 8" from
which wa get "byte".

If you remember when I first

introduced the idea of a computer
word I omphacicod that it was an
ambiguous term. What one
machine thinks of as o word
depends on how many bits or
bytes of stored information it can
access at once. The more
complex machines allow varying

word lengths depending on the

type of machine-code instruction

being used. So there is no definite

answer even within one machine-
Physically, the computer's

memory will have a definite width
and this could be used as its word
length, however the width of the

memory can vary even within the

-'--'——-'"

same range of machines so that a

word defined in that way would
not be particularly useful. In

particular, older computers such
as the IBM370 had varying

physical memo'y widths yet as far

as the p-ogrammer was
concerned it made no difference.

Another way of thinking about
word size would be to decide that

a word was the number of bits

that could te addressed by

length should be the most
efficient to use in a calculation and
would allow the job to be done
fastest. Common word lengths
are 12 (PDP-8), 16 (PDP-1 1) and
(HP2100), 18 (POP 15>. 24IICL).
32 {Prime), 36 (DEC system 1 01

and 64 (CDC) bits. But that is not

to say that these are the only
lengths of information that can be

accessed from the computer's
memory

.
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machine-code instructions rather

than the number of bits that are

read at one time. This idea also

fails to settle tha problem because
most machines arovide some 1 -bit

operations so a word would then
be thought of as a bit, clearly that

would be of little use to anyone.
Obviously a compromise has to

be struck and so the average

number of bits thai are used in the

machine-code instructions is

thought of as the word length of a
machine. In a particular job that
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How does the comp-utor store

all the pieces of information that

particular programs will use? I

don't mean physically; rather how
can all the information be saved

and found again afterwards?

One analogy frequently used for

computer memory is that of

mailboxes or pigeon holes. Each
mailbox is numbered and to store

something there you just have to

use the correct number. To get it

back you have to use the same
number again. The main

Sinclair

OUR COMMITMENT
to help you before and after the sale

We stock
* lots of software
* some incredible books
* computers you can afford

* we give advice free

Commodore
VIC 20

write

or call

Ashfbrd TV Rentals Ltd
166 KEPA ROAD ORAKEl. AUCKLAND BOX 6870
PHONES 583-570. 583-293
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PRO-WRITER
-WRITE FOR

YOUR COMPUTER

T
C. Itoh's PRO/WRITER give*

high quality dot matrix
printing at low cost.

Features high density
propart i or* 1 characters
ideal -for correspondence-.

Uith 10, 12, 17 chars/inch
BOLD d out) 1 e undcrline

character a dot graphic*.
Fast -120 chars/sec -logic
seeking -3000 char buffer

Sheet paper -feed - Utters
lc forms tractor standard.
Interface options for all

nainf names, minicomputers

and mi c roc omput ers

.

10'width 80-136 char/lint
Mof-lol SS 1 O/^.
15"width 136-231 char/lina
Mode 1 i SSO

B€GINN€RS

Available from:

CED Distributors L1d. Ph. 486-200, Auckland.
* Leading dealers throughout New Zealand

• M.Z. Distributors

/VMCROCOMPUTERS
55 Upper Queen Street, Newton, Auckland.

P.O. Box 68474, Auckland, New Zealand.

Telephones (OS) 773-389, (09) 793-619

difference between a mailbox and;

a computer's memory is that in

the computer once you remove
the item from the memory mailbox

it's still there! It sounds strange

but it's a bit like playing a record

or a cassette tape. Even though

you have played the music its still

there and can be played again.

Each box-holder has a unique
box number, its address. This

address serves to identify that box
and only that box. In the computer

each location in memory has
unique number, called its address,

which is tied to it. That number is

used to write to memory and read

from memory. Writing to memory
destroys what was held there
originally. You can only save one

parcel of information at a time in

the mailbox. However, reading

from memory involves taking

copy of what is there rather than

actually removing the parcel.

Reading from memory is non-

destructive.

Usually, memories are

addressed from O to N-1 where
there are a total of N memory
locations. So if your computer had

256 memory locations then they
would be numbered: 0,1,2, .

255.
Each memory location would

store L bits at a time and this

would be the same for each

location. If your 256 memory
location machine had an 8-bit

word length then you could store

the character 'A' which looks like

this in binary: 01 000 001, in

memory location 56. Later on you
could retrieve it by asking the

computer.
Addressing memory by number

is the most common method anc

all machines generally available

use it. There are other concepts

used such as "content
addressing' by which a word
specified by giving the value of

part of its contents. The computer
then returns all locations which

have that bit search pattern.

However we will leave that fo

now. In the next article we wil

look at addressing in a little more

depth.

IWA 1»6B

THE GADGETS COMPANY

VIC 20 & 64 SOFTWARE
n*mEORf*0£rooo^i fPtt o*' DOM

Box 52-081 , Airekiand Phone &62-260
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Basic

BASIC

Continuing a series

for beginners.

By Gordon Findlay

Thus far in our explorations of
8ASIC we have been restricted to

the use of so-called SIMPLE
variables. Each variable has been
able to store or remember just one
value, whether it be a number or a
string. This is a bit restrictive,

particularly if you don' t know how
many variables you are going to
need, or if you have a lot of them.
Hence the need for ARRAY or
SUBSCRIPTED variables.

The general reaction at the
introduction of arrays is one of

horror — it all sounds far too
difficult. But it sounds mora
difficult than it really is. Let's

sneak up on arrays, and see if we
can make some sense Out of
them.

Here is a simple example which
forces the use of arrays. It isn't

very realistic, but I will include

some more reasonable uses of ar-

rays later in this article. Let's im-

agine we are using a program to
maintain our financial records. All

expenses are categorised: food
might be category 1, magazines
category 2, entertainment
category 3, and so on. We enter
expenses by giving the category
and the amount; and add the
amount onto the total for the ap-

propriate category. Part of the

program might look like this.

100 PRINT "TYPE CATEGORY, THEN
AMOUNT:";
1 10 INPUT C

r
AM

1 15 IF AM = THEN GOTO 220
120IFC=1 THENT1=T1+AM
1 30 IF C = 2 THEN T2=T2-i-AM
t40 IF C=3 THEN T3=T3*AM
1 50 IF C-4 THEN T4=T4+AM
160 IF C=5 THEN T5=T5+AM
170 IF C=6 THEN T6=T6+AM
180 IF C=7 THEN T7=T7+AM
190 IF C=8 THEN T8=T8«-AM
200 IF C=9 THEN T9=T9+AM
210 GOTO 110

In line HO, the category

number and the expense amount
are obtained from the keyboard. If

the amount is zero, line 1 1 5 sends

the program to line 220 (not

shown here); otherwise the

category C determines what
happens in all the IFs. Depending
on C., one of the totals T1 to T9 is

increased. But look at all the IFsl If

you are trying this with a machine,

you will have got sick of typing

statements which are more or less

identical. WouldVt it be grand if

all the lines 120 to 200 could be
replaced by: 'TC=TC+AM'
building the value of C into the
variable name? So if C was 7, 'TC
would mean T7, and so on. THIS
ISN'T LEGAL BASIC, but a minor

modification is.

The modification requires two
things. First, some punctuation is

needed, and the statement must
be written T|C)=T(CI+AMT.
Secondly, and most importantly,

the 'computer' must be told that T
is not an ordinary variable, but is

special. This is done in a DIM
statement.

In the exampte above, T has
become an array, or collection of

values. T can contain a whole lot

of values, and the one to be used

must be specified by giving a

number, or SUBSCRIPT. The
subscript may be a number — e.g.

T(3) - or a variable — e.y.T'C) —
in which case the value of C
determines which member of the

array is meant.
A parallel might help here. There

are two kinds of addresses in this

world. Some, very few, people
have exclusive addresses, such as
'Buckingham Palace", 'Vogel

House', and the Ike. Others of us
have only a street address, such

as Somerfield St., and have to

qualify it with a number — so the

address becomes 87 Somerfield

St. If you change the punctuation

a little, this becomes Somerfield

Street (87), which is still

recognisable, and is exactly

analagous to an array variable.

The street is a collection of

addresses, and to isolate one
house the number must be

specified. The more exclusive

addresses are like simple
variables, such as AMT and C —
they contain just one value.

Another way of thinking of

arrays is as a row of boxes, each
numbered. The subscript specifies

the position of the box:

TOi nil 'in »<ai »i«i 'm hoi mi iisi

The DIM statement was
mentioned above. It is vital to let

the computer know that a variable

represents an array, so that

subscripts are expected. It is also

needed to tell the machine the size

Of the array. Here is an example:
DIM T(20)

This statement says 'T is an
array, so expect subscripts. The
largest value the subscript can
have is 20'. Most BASICs will set

up 21 spaces for T - T(0), T(1),

T(2), T(3)
(

. . . T(20); although a

few don't include T(Oh
Using an array the little program

above looks like this:

10 DIM TOO)

100 PRINT "TYPE CATEGORY,
THEN AMOUNT:";
110 INPUT CAM
1 1 5 IF AM = THEN GOTO 220
120TIC) = T(C) + AM
210 GOTO 110

Not only shorter, but also easier

to follow after a little practice

-

Each array can be dimensioned
only once in a program. Several

arrays can be dimensioned in one
statement, e-.g. DIM X11O0),

YI100). TOO). Many versions of

BASIC allow a sort of default

dimensioning. in which an
apparent array which hasn't been
dimensioned is treated as if it had
been dimensioned with a size of

10. It is definitely bad
programming practice to use this

— dimension all arrays specifically

yourself. I always find the use of a

zero-th element confusing,

because the third element is called

T(2) and so on, so I usually ignore

the zero subscript, and start at 1.

You might prefer otherwise.

When should arrays be used?
The best general advice l can give

you is: whenever a lot of values
are going to be treated equally. As
examples - a collection of
account balances, of names and
addresses, or of prices, or
whatever. In games, an array will

often be used to store a lot of
positions on the screen, so to

move a player, or an invader,

means to draw it at another
position found in the array.

There are many other
possibilities. String arrays are

usually accepted (although not in

the Sinclair machines, or Apple
Integer Basic).
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How much more
we pay in N.Z.
By PIP FORER
When computing was all

mainframe based, it could be said
that computing in New Zealand
was expensive and often
practised on equipment that was
behind the times. The small
market and infrequency of re-

equipment mean that innovations
were often slow to reach us. With
the advent of the microcomputer
the time-lags for the introduction
of new equipment have been
whittled away in marty areas. It

was a matter of years before the
early TRS-80s, Apples, and PETS
diffused from the United States to
New Zealand. Today, new models
can be available within weeks of
release in their home countries
and few machines take more than
a year to reach the market in New
Zealand (if they are to reach it at
all). Recently announced products
such as the Apple lie and Pansonic
3000 have reached New Zealand
within three or four weeks of their

International launching. Our
technology lag has consistently
shrunk.
Expense is a different matter.

Although real costs of computing
have dropped the relative cost of

buying and running a computer in

New Zealand is still reckoned to
be high. This is generally thought
to be so even in education where
no sales tax applies. It is a cause
of public concern when the 40 per
cent sales tax is added. Just what
is the general relative cost of
microcomputing in New Zealand?
The graphs below examine the
relative costs of six popular
machines in four market places:

America, Australia, Britain, and
New Zealand. Wa look at six

popular machines. These Include a
small introductory machine (the

Sinclair ZX 81 ), the popular and
large VIC-20 and three machines
near the top ot the personal 8-bit

THE GADGETS COMPANY
SELLS THE

COMMODORE 64
Bo* 62-08 ^

. Auckland PhQoe 882-250

market (the Apple II + , Atari 800,
and BBC microcomputer). We also
look at one 1 6-bit machine, the
widely praised ACT Sirius I. We
are looking at the basic
configuration of'ered for sale.
This usually excludes tape drives,

disks, or a monitor. The exception
is the ACT Sirius which comes
standard with monitor and twin
drsk drives.

Measuring costs.
International comparisons are

hard to make. In this case we have
taken quoted listed prices for the
basic machines from
advertisements in a varieEy of
micro- journals: in America,
"Byte," "Creative Computing,"
and "Interface Age"; from Britain,

"Windfall" ard "Practical
Computing"; from Australia,
"Australian Personal Computer";
from Now Zealand, "Bite &
Bytes." and trade information. The
machines were priced on a
standard configuration as far as
possible using magazine issues for

September to December 1 982.
From these issues the cheapest
"non-special" price for each
machine was used.

This procedure has certain
disadvantages. For a start the
relationship between price
advertised and prise paid over the
counter can vary quite a lot. In
highly-competitive markets such
as the United States bargaining at
purchase time can often get
significant discounts on list price.
This is not true for less
competitive markets. Then again
machines are not always sold in

the same configuration in different

countries so adjjstments have
had to be made to get prices

comparable. Finally fluctuating
currency rates can alter the fine

detail of an international
comparison from one month to
the next. Having said all that this
is probably still tie nearest you
can get to a fair comparison and
reflects The comparative costs of
hardware in different countries
quite well. All prices are retail.

across the counter with all taxes
paid as advertised except for New
Zealand. Here the two positions
indicate the cost to an educational
user (tax exempt) and the normal
pricing with 40 per cant sales tax
added.

How NZ stands
As we have said comparing

prices internationally is not at all

straightforward. Apart from minor
differences in similarly named
machines in different countries
exchange fluctuations and
different market conditions also
affect the picture.. In our Gase in
point the real (over the counter)
U.S. prices are almost certainly
much lower due to the fiercer local

competition. If we took this into
account the relative cost of the
other markets would rise. One
phenomenon is that the machines
that arrive late in New Zealand are
not always those released at an
early date overseas or the
cheapest in a relative sense. The
machines that are available in

New Zealand after quite a delay
from overseas are often the most
popular brand leaders and so,
when they do get here, are still

priced high as a reflection of
international demand for them.
The I.B.M. Personal Computer is a

case in point. Less popular
machines, which may be
technically just as sound, may
arrive earlier and be cheaper than
prestigious counterparts.

Overall, though we can draw a
few general conclusions. The
consumer in New Zealand would,
without sales tax, be delivered

machines at least 50 per cent over
tax-paid cost in Britain or America
and at a level almost comparable
to the Australian lax-paid price.

The differences must reflect

distance from markets, the level

of local competition, and
difference in dealer mark-ups.

In New Zealand we can see the

additive effect of sales tax on
relative computing cost, In many
cases it amounts to the cost
equivalent of the effect of
thousands of miles of ocean,' a
small local market, low
competition, and taxes paid by
overseas consumers all combined.
The small user might be forgiven

Continued on Page 41
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Alternative machine
code programming
By John Durham

It is widely assumed among
programmers of microcomputers
that there is only one practical

way to write programs in machine
code. In a recent article by Gordon
Findlay, entitled "the art of
machine code programming"
describing the "editor assembler
method", the author encourages
the reader to betieve in this

assumption.
There is another way. practised

by increasing numbers of people,
described by Mr Findlay as "hardy
souls who can do without an
assembler", which may suit the
more creative and ambitious
among programmers better.

The machine code monitor has
been with us ever since editor

assemblers appeared, and

probably long before then was
used as an effective means of
writing, debugging and copying
machine code programs.
The more entrenched assembly

language programmers often
begin to boggle at the mention of
such a tool for effective machine
programming, but in fact it can be
simpler to use and produce better
programs (and faster too in the
hands of a skilled user), than any
editor assembler.
To begin with then, here is a

comparative list of things you
need to begin work using both
methods.

Editor Assembler
Z-80 Instruction List

Editor-Assembler Programs
Machine Code Maniior Program
Linker Program

10-16 hours instruction or
2-6 weeks of hard study

Machine Monitor
2-80 Instruction List

Machine Code Monitor Program
4-8 hours experienced instruction

Both users would also benefit

from having a copy of a good book
on assembly language program-
ming as a reference guide when
preparing difficult programs.
Machine monitor programming

is quicker and easier to learn

because you do not have to

master the complex assembler
syntax requirements or learn to
use a linker program, although for

monitor programming you learn it

in somewhat greater depth than
for assembler programming.
When writing programs using

these methods, the procedures
needed and the time taken vary in

a similar fashion. The following is

a generalised "basic style"
illustration of how you prepare a
program using both methods.

HX-20
PORTABLE COMPUTER

The little computer with big
performance

The HX-20 is a iull -function, portable computer.
Not a sophisticated calculator.

Its standard 16KB RAM expands up to 32K bytes, or

the 32KB ROM memory to 72KB.
This remarkable portable computer also communicates. You

can connect RS-232C and serial interfaces to telephone couplers
and other peripherals.

The Sull-size ASCII keyboard works just like a regular typewrite:. And
its complete with built-in printer, a LCD screen and music generation via a
piezo-elecbric speaker. Full extended Microsoft BASIC. Time and date functions

Compared to ordinary computers, Epson HX-20 offers six big
advantages.
1. Small size 2. Built -In power source 3. Automatic function keys
4. Interfaced for peripherals 5. A Memory Saver 6, Costs less

MICROPROCESSOR DEVELOPMENTS LTD
24 ManuUau Rd, Epsom Auckland 3. Ph (9) 540-128 Wellington Branch 1st Floor, World Trade Contra. Sturdoe St.Ph (4) SS1-917

DEALERS: Auckland; Calculator Centre. Ph 790-328. O.E. and J Goldfinch. Ph 483-342. Southern Software. Ph 778-52S. Small
System*, Ph 535.7389, Communication? Speciolftty, Ph 678-408. Tflurangn; Bey Computon Ltd, Ph 83-633, New Plymouth;
Taranaki Micro Electronics. Ph 84-067. Palmorston North; VJscount Electronics, Ph 88-696. Wellington); Office Roquisitost. Ph
72T-903. Dutwdin; Eclipse Radio and Hobbies Ltd, Ph 778-102.
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Editor Assembler
1 Write source file

2 Assemble (test for errors)

3 If correct, then go to 5

4 Correct syntax: go to 2
5 Assemble to tape

6 Save source file on tape
7 Go back into basic

8 Load monitor
9 Load object tape

10 Set breakpoint in routine

11 Run routine; examine break

12 If OK go to 16
13 Problems!: load edtasrn
14 Load source file

1 5 Write correction: go to 2

16 Load edtasrn

17 Load source file

18 Assemble to printer

19 End

Machine Monitor
1 Write routine on paper
2 Write routine with monitor
3 Save routine on tape
4 Set breakpoint in routine

5 Run program: examine break
6 If OK, then go to 9
7 Look before breakpoint

8 Write correction: go to 3
9 If unfinished then go to 4

10 If OK, then save on tape
1

1

Disassemble to pilntei

12 Add your own comments
13 End

Full documentation is essential

if anyone else is ever to read and
understand what you have
written, and even more
importantly you must be able to

understand your own work upon
returning to it in a tew months
time. In this sense an editor

assembler provides better
documentation than a monitor,
but you are certain to pay for it

with your time, labour and money
if you choose this route.

Despite all this, most editor

assembler programmers fall back
on the excuse that "writing
programs is so much easier with
an editor assembler".
There is so little truth in the

adage that it is surprising that it

has persisted ii programming
circles for so long. It might be
better interpreted to moan "I'm
only used to decimal numbers,
and 1 can't really picture myself
writing in mind boggling amounts
of hex code, let along enjoying

it!".

In reality, there is far less to it

than is required if you have to

handle the syntax requirements of
on editor assembler. Tlie

principles of machine code
programming are identical

STORE YOUR CASSETTES SAFELY AND TIDILY

KT LAST - A MO FUSS UAY TO STWf YOUR VALUABLE

fftOGAMKS. EACH BOOK HOLDS 6 CA5SITTES. EACH IN

ITS OWN KtftfT WITH SMNOLf LOCKS TO MEYFHT TAPE

SPILLAGE. ATTRACTIVE RED COLOUPfcAY WITH LABEL
POCKET ON SPINE. CLEVER WST-PROff DESIGN LOCKS
BOOK CJ.0SE0 FOR STORAGE TET 0PE*S EASILT. THE

PERFECT HAY TO STORE OR CARRY YCUR CASSETTES -

COR BUSINESS OB PERSONAL COMPUTER ISE!

MOU: GOODS MAY 8£ INSPECTED AT OUR OFFICES -

91 COOK ST. AUCKUWD. (Pft:7iQ-e«)

TOR PROMPT ATTEHTIO* JUST FILL IN THE FORH BELCU

*M> W)ST TO:

COMPUTER iHOOUCTS DIVISION. SPELEAN APPAREL LIMITED. P BOX 39-400. AUCK. WEST

P1XASE SEND tC CASSETTC STORAGE BOOKS AT ONLY M. 99 EACH PLUS 11.00

PER TOTAL OOOeP POSTAGE AND KUIOLIUG. I ENCLOSE PATENT OF I

(PLEASE ALLOW 7 DAYS FOR PERSONAL CHEQUE CLEARANCE. I

OR PLEA.SE CHARGE HI VISA Q / BAWCAPO (T NO

,P*INT>
e>PIRYEUTE.

WME:

AOORESS: •

A'JTHCPISEO SIGNATURE

whether you use machine code
monitors or editor assemblers,
and it is of benefit to the creative

powers of many people to have no
worries about whether the
particular syntaxfor an instruction

is acceptable to the assembler or
not and simply write the program.

I sit before the computer with
an instruction list on my lap, the

program on one side and type in

the code. After having done this a
number of times, it is only
necessary to look at the list for

about ten percent or so of the

more unusual instructions, since
the common ones become
committed to- memory with time,
and I need only occupy my mind
with the program itself.

Suitable monitor programs for

use as described above should
have a good disassembler, easy
direct code entry, good breakpoint
actioning and reporting,

binary/hex/decimal mathematics
ability and conversion at least

from hex to decimal. The
mathematics capability is needed
to help you calculate the size of a
program or the displacement of a

relative jump. It should also have
tape/disk commands and the
ability to present memory
contents to screen or printer in a

variety of forms, such as hex or
ascii.

These are minimum
requirements only, and the
following monitors far and away
exceed these specifications:

Tasmon (TRS-80 & System 80);
RSM 2D (TRS-80 & System 80);

Beemon (Microbee).
In case you still have any doubts

that worthwhile programs can be
produced in this way, it may be
interesting to note that Beemon
was written for the Microbee
using a machine code monitor and
writing in hex code,

If you don't know anyone who
can help you get started writing
programs, than I would be glad to

help. Write or phone:
John Durham
16 Hudson Ave
Upper Hutt

Phone: Wellington 286-786

THE GADGETS COMPANY
££i__S

PRINTERS $395
Box &2-OB 1 Auckland Phone 862-260
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Orbital

prediction
By GRAHAM BAKER

This program originally came to
me last year about the time UoSAT
was launched. But at that time, I did

flOt get it going. About two months
ago another version arrived thanks
to Doug ZL 1 AFW.

This was entered and ran first

time. Several modifications were
made to tidy up the operations and
make the orbital data more clear for

entry. Note date of data entry, -7
Nov = 24 Oct' Also 85 August = 24
October.

Keplerian elements are available
from AMSAT report or on 28.878
MHz at 2200Z Saturdays (9 a.m.
NZDT Sundays!.

It is important to remember this

program is for circular orbits and so
is not super accurate, although
definitely within £ minute a month

r$>

SOFTWARE
HUMAN ENGINEERED
SOFTWARE
Fuel Pirates SI 9.95
Simon $19.95
RnbaB 51 9.95
MazeofMlkoi S19.95
Victrek $19.95
Laser Bita $19.95
Tank Wars $19.95

CREATIVE
SOFTWARE
Recreation,'Educalion 1 $19.95
Reaeatiorii'Educaijon 2 SI 9.95
Kom« Inventory $19.95
llousefokf finance $30.05
loan Analyser $1 4.9S
Car Costs $23.50
C:ty Bomber & WinellakJ $33.50
Decision Maker $27.50
Loge Games $1 9.95

Acton Games $20.95

MICRO SPEC LTD
Rovorsal 1 $1 5.95
Reversal 2 $1 9.95
Satrfghter $1 9.95
Data Murder (tape) $27.50
I^nnr, $15.75
Data Manager (diW) $97.50
SMuisnarKel $27.50

Alien Blilf

Kosmlc Kamlkaz*
AmoK
ViCate
ViCat

COMPUTERMAT
ArWIerV
Stakeout
Bog B^ai

Hang In

BOfflWAMV
Crickot
Head On
Caltlo Rourta Up
I
'grt Command

Men invasion

TOTL SOFTWARE

$21.95
$21.95
$23.95
$21.95
$21.95
$21.95
$23.95
$21.95
$21.95
$2195
$21.95

on the higher altitude satellites.

One user comment was: "M\
computer always gives results tc

nine decimal places". Try this

routine for the printed variables. A
= 100: C = INT (B'A + 0.5)/A:
REM two decimal places, A = 1C
for one decimal place and rounding
is taken care of.

g rfk . rREnicr.'t'Js poo
1 BEtl . CIHC'JLAR MBrTS -

? RE" .

3 RF« . ORIGINAL PROG BY
4 RFfl . D.rt.SCSIHSOrt 2L?0X .

5 Dili .

6 HFH TJHS P»0£R.*K NEEDS Tilt £OX
IMG FOR THL FIBSI DAI OF THfc HQXIH
7 BE* IWO C'iTERCO OM LIMES 3000-
8 OEM STEP TlKt IS FOR THE PSINT

CJT INTERVAL. YOUR LAT AND LONG OYJ

LfNC 70
g urn lonq is i.ons lcst. valui is
FOR AUCKLAND.
10 (

,HINT , lA07.*08.l/OS.3SO'
15 IhPUT'HAHt OF 5ArElUTE";Rl
20 irflS-'A07 ,Tie«30ia
zi iFn!-'AD?*Ti*«3wa
?? lfB?t.'joa , TNfX3G30
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« IFM*-'W^'THEM30tO
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38 lf!BJs'R50'TI*'*3fi90
31 G0TO1O
70 KO--3{.04iKl-*«-n
71 P9-6-38315/360
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c=c-360
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Guardan'Head On/Laser Play

S39.95
Indi BOOJOepth CCaig*
Gunfight $2995

ABACUS SOFTWARE
Joystick Painter $23.50
Piper $39.95
Vigil Jl-B.Sv
Toy Basic Compter $39.95
Supet Expander Screen Dump

$29 95
H-Res'MulllCOfcor $36.50
Graphvica $39.95

UMI

CARTRIDGES
DATA7RONICS
Vic Bel
ViCGroph
Vic Slat

Vic Forth

CREATIVE
SOFTWARE
RobolParic
Serpentine
Apple Pwic
Blue- Hole

$85.95
569.95
$69.95

S69 9S
$59.9a
$69.95

$19.95
si 9 95 HUMAN ENGINEERED

Hill SOFTWARE
Sa4.95 MfiSMon $6-9.95

«.^.. _«...-..,„ HesWmet 569.95
DATA EQUIPMENT Synmeso.«d $9995
SUPPLY Ttirno Grapnics S69.95

rime Management $45.00
Research As^stanl $45.00
UaUing Ltel $35.00

CODE WORKS
Vital 1 $19.95
Vi»el 2 $19.95
VlMOl 3 $19.95

SKYLES ELECTRIC
WORKS
Vicvader/UFO/Slol Wtchin.,

$29.95
Meieot&'Slflkrn.'Crttiello Si9.95

Hanrj U $24.95
Yahtree S24 95
Attach ooSilo Ml $24 95

OTHERS
Snahman $19.95
ThBGuBa S 19.95
Flasli 'n Seel $19 95
MinimonG747 $19.95
Crazy Onber Si 3 95
Find The Words $ 1 6.65
BwiCata <tepo) $7500
BusiCalc <0lsKl $S4 00
DeWor3 Accounts $395.00
PaMrMate Ctaf>«> S75.0O
PaoerMata (dtek) $90 00

BOOKS
Cornpuie's Flrai Book of Vfc

$2-4.95
Getting Acquainted Wim Vom
Vic $19.95
Understanding Your Vic

$26.60
Vic Macnine Language Gu»0e

S1S.50

HARDWARE
MICRO SYSTEM
DEVELOPMENT
3-aW &CMnfler $83.20
6-5*ot E>i3ander $225.00
Vic to IEEE Cartridge $237.00
Vic lo Centronics P.v nlM

$185.00
24k RAfc Memory CarjiOgs

S399.0Q

OTHER
Arrow Cartridge $139.00
Arro*.'E37asm Cartridge

5199.00
Wico JotfsOsk $34.50
Voltrax Type "r» Tah UnB

$935.00
Voltrax to V»c Cable $9>6.00
Skylea light Fw S9-9.95
Vc-20Cove* $11.75
Vic Printer coyer $11.75

MAIL ORDERS WELCOME
Send to

Viscount ElectronicsLtd
• New Zealand's largest Micrc computer shop
306-308 CHURCH ST. PALMERSTON NORTH.

TELEPHONE 86-696, P.O. Box 51 3.

Mailorder • Visa • Bankcard • Terms

iroSfioTt^M

1382 COSUB2220
1384 SG*(8
1390 COSUBlfW)
14JU IFSK"VBOTnL'>14bO
1440 S1-S1-J60
U50 L5-K1-S1
U60 IF*BS(L5><«H0rhEH1^10
1470 ifcki-s1k0ti€n15o0
1480 L;>-L5-3*0
1490 COT0151O
1W0 L5'L5*3«0
ijlO COSjai^o
1550 IFDO0THEN158G
1^60 IFF*1THEN1690
1570 COT0163-0
1590 GOSUB2020
1S90 CO5UB2110
jioo cosue^i-so
ii60^ rj-T1*36OOT2*60-T3tl*63iT4-l
TCT7/36cO)ir^-iHrc<T7-T4ft3600>y60j
160T T6-IMT(T7-T*«g6OD-T5»0)
Mttlf IFFiDT*WHtNT:PRIHT' TIHE
A2! ELF.V RANCE

'

16ID phisti4;T5' •iht<c);t*b(17>;
LNTCE);UB(?4>lf*T(3);F"l
16 »C ."»£*TI

16^0 IFr-lTliENl6!M
ifi^O M I r.T.- Ft- r NT 'Out OF SANK OOfll

«- IhlS ENTIRE P*SS ' : Pu I IT

Continued on page 38
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Two-page graphics

on the PET
The PET's graphics printing is

very slow. To fill the screen takes
from one to eight seconds using
PRINTs, and about three seconds
using PQKE&, The program
presented in this article takes

about 1/2 Oth of a second to

display a full screen.
The machine language routine

to do this was written on an 8K
Upgrade ROM PET. and should run

without modification on any 8K
Upgrade/4.0 ROM PET/CBM. It

won't work on VIC 20s or
80-column CBMs.
Some computers, such as Ap-

ples, have two graphics pages,

allowing one to be displayed while
the other is being prepared.

This program creates two 1O0O
byte pages at the lop of user RAM
and allows them to be PEEKed in

and POKEd to just like TV RAM.

Readers of last month's VIC col-

umn by Brian Bulien would have
noticed a diagram showing the

memory map for three different

versions, of VIC memory expan-
sion which didn't appear to relate

to Brian's article, in fact it should
have appeared with Peter Ar-

cher's article in March and we
apologise for any confusion
caused.

By PAUL CULL

Once one of these buffers has
been set up. a SVS to the ap-

propriate machine code routine

will display it.

Before you use this program,
you should reset the top of

memory pointers to below the
graphics pages. This prevents

BASIC invading them.
The statement to do this on 8K

PET/CBMs is POKE 52. 48: POKE
53, 24 (for Old ROM PETs, use
POKE 134, 48: POKE 135, 24).

Along with routines to print the
buffers, I have included a program
to clear these pages. This is

because to POKE a buffer clear in

BASIC would take about three
seconds. The pages must be
cleared before use as they contain

reverse asterisks on power up.
The addresses of the machine

code routines are:

SYS 82& to print page 1

.

SYS 837 to print page 2.

SYS 887 to clear page 1.

SYS 898 to clear page 2.

The two pages live ftpm 6192
to 7191 for page 1 and 71 92 to

8191 for page 2.

If your Commodore has more
than 8K. you can still use this

routine. But the two pages will be
stuck right in the middle of RAW,
leaving you with only 5K usable.

You could relocate the buffers

by changing the low and high
bytes of the addresses in lines

100, 110, 130, 140, 260, 270,
290 and 300 of the BASIC loader

program. At present, these are 48
(low) and 24 (high) for the address
6192 and 24 (low) and 28 (high)

for the address 7192.
For Old ROM PETs, the number

253 and 254 in lines 150-190.
210, 320, 350-370 and 390
should be changed to 6 and 7
respectively (locations 253 and
254 are used to hold temporary
pointers).

Setting up the pages still takes
the same time using POKEs. But
once set up, they can be displayed
very quickly to animate PET
graphics.

A new screen can be prepared
while the user is still looking at the
last one — something impossible

with conventional POKEs or
PRINTs on the screen.

10 REM BASIC LOfiDEP PROGRAM
29
30 FOR J ~ 826 TO 344
48 REM A

50 PQKE7,fl

6tf NEXT J

70

103 DATA 169, 48. 133- 1

Continued on page 45

THE GADGETS COMPANY
SEUS *Ht

VIC 20 COMPUTER
Box 52-081 , Auckland. Phono 862 260

WE DONT JUST SELL COMPUTERS...
WE GIVE YOU ALL THE INFORMATION YOU NEED
COMMODORE + ATARI 4- SINCLAIR ZX81 + SIRIUS + BBC - SYSTEM 80 + WIZZARD

Patrick Dunphy has over 1 5 years' computer programming experience and is now combining this with TV and

video technology. He can talk to you in English about your computer requirements. We also have a large

stock of cheap colour TVs and monitors.
Programs available include:

Chess
Galaxians
Pilot

Moon Lander

Auckland* larnesi selection ot programs, books, games, programmhg courses, paper, all accessories, cassettes, cartridges, etc

Business systems also available. Ma* cxriefs etwl all acdit carets accepted. Hue purchase avaSabto.

SUBATKH BECTRONICS
430 MT EDEN ROAD. WT EDEN TELEPHONE 605-216 PO. BOX 2600 AUCKLAND
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Quicksort

routine
By GORDON FINDLAY

First off. some unfinished
business. In the March issue I

gave some ROM calls which
should be of use to machine-code
programmers. Russell Lane, of

Wanganui, has kindly pointed out
that I gave the same address for

KEYIN and CHROUT. Sorry, my
mistake - CHROUT is located at

0033H. In the text relating to the

16-bit comparison routine

CMP16, which compares the DE
and HL register pairs, the DE pair

somehow got changed to BC in

one place. While an instruction to
swap the BC and DE pairs would
be nice, this isn't the way to do it.

Max Areboni listed a couple of

routines he has used:
HEXBYT (2BICr converts a string

of decimal digits (stored in ASCII)

to hex, leaving the hex value in the
accumulator. This works for

values between and 255 only -
if the result is greater then a FC
ERROR is i jiven. Most registers

are used, so save any you need.

HEX.INT (1E5AH) does the same
for a two-byte integer 10 to
65535). leaving the result in the D
(least significant byte) and E (most
significant byte) registers. This

time a value too large gives a OV
ERROR. Again, most registers are

used.
Max also reports 'a feeling' that

Disc BASIC and DOS both use the
alternate register set, at least for

TRSDOS Model I. Can anyone be
more definite?

Now for something completely
different, as they say. I like to get
a bit of variety into these columns,
so this time, SORTING. No, I'm

not going tg give a detailed
discussion — there are whole
books written on sorting. The
most common methods for

sorting are the Bubble sort.

Insertion sort, and Shell sort.

People use these because they
can follow what is happening. But

these are slow methods. The
fastest general purpose methods I

know of are called QUICKSORT,
and HEAPSORT. They have been
around for years, but not many
people use them. That is probably
because not many of us
understand how they work. But
that doesn't matter — at least I

know that they do work!
Below in listing 1 is a subroutine

which you are welcome to use to
sort an array A( I into ascending
order. To.use the subroutine you
need to:

1. Assign values to A( ).

2. Give N the value 'number of
elements to son'.
3. Dimension a small auxilliary
array - AUX (20, 1 1 is bound to be
big enough.
Then just call the subroutine!

The routine is quite quick by
BASIC standards -

I will translate
it into machine code someday and
then really see some speed.

THE SUBROUTINE

W9 ' Puicfciort *wbr9«tin«
1*8*9 IF N-« THEN RETURN 'wtv
iem PA-6IPB-* 'i»oir.tor» in arrar
l**S* Pfi-uPD-N
19*3* DN-PCiUP-PDtFLAG"-l
19949 IF ftirwi <* A<up) then O0TQ 19*79 'ch*n»t to > for d*»c*ndin» lort
1*)93* PA'PA'l (FLAG—FLAG
19969 TEMP"A<DNMA,<DN)*<A(UP)iMUP)*TEr1P
1B979 IF FLA0-1 THEN DW=DNK1 ELSE UP-UP-1
1918* IF UP > DN THEN GOTO 19949
ie»9» IF DN < PD - 1 THEM PB-PBtl iAUt(P8,9)»DNMi AUXtPBt 1)"PD
1*1*9 PD-DN-1
l«ll» IF PC < PD THEN GOTO 1993*
1*139 IF PB-fl THEN RETURN ELSE PC=AU)«PB.9i:PD=AU)(tPB» IHPB-PD-1"OOTO 1*939

Obviously the method used here
isn't original — the algorithm was
published in the middle 60's —
but this implementation of it is.

The time required doesn't increase
very much as the array becomes
larger.

The demonstration program
sorts an array of random
characters on the screen. This will

give some idea of what is

happening. This isn't terribly fast

because of all the PEEKing and
POKing of values to and from the
screen. You will be able to see
how the quicksort sorts each
character into the correct half of
the array, then sorts each half by
halves again, continuing until the
part of the array being worked on
is just two elements. The array

AUX holds the beginning and end
points of each part of the array.

I always use this subroutine
now, and regard it as a 'building

block' which I call up as needed.

THE GADGETS COMPANY
5£ILS

PRINTERS S395
M'fR 10 AOVEmSWtiNI 0>i CAGC 37

Box 5209 1 .
Auckland Phoic 862-2&0

DEMOM^TRAT I >3N

i« DIM Ai4*»l.AU<«*.l >

2* CLS
39 FOR I 1 TO «HI AU)*RMDU5?l*32sr€XT
*•> ' dnei.»i arrav
5* FOR >1 TO 4**SP0KE 15S6*»r .A(I HNEKT
6* 'sort »t
63 N-«*9
79 GOSUB 19MI
BB 'all «ont
?* PRINT*&?&."FiniShed-i:E.ND
9999 ' Quicksort njbroutine
ieee* if n»* ticn return 'cmpt»
16*19 PA*«lPB-» •wi-.tora in arr.r
1992* PC-UPD-N
19939 uN*PCiuP"PDiFLA&5-l
1694* IF AtDNl <* A(UP> THEN GOTO 1**79 'el.ar.9e to >- for floteer.llm tort
19*39 PA-FA- I tFLAC—FLAG
1696* TEr«»»A<bN>:A(DN>*AlUP>:A.<UP)=TEnP
1C962 ' iwic on icrocr. too
199&5 Z-PEEKn336©*UF)iP0KE 1 3369*UP i PEEK 1 1336t+DMU POKE 1336*»DN.Z
16979 IF F\AG«l THEN DN=DK*1 ELSE UP=UP-1
1993* IF UP > DN THEN GOTO 19«4*
19*9* IF DN < PD - 1 THEM PB=PB+1 SAUKIPB. 9>=DN*I :AUX<PB. ll-PD
iei9« P0»DN-1
let 19 IF PC < PD THEN GOTO 11*38
1«12* IF PB>* THEN RETURN ELSE Pt=AUX< PB, 90 iPD-AUX <PB. 1 ) iPB«PB-l iGOTO 14«3«
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BBC

Multiple

programs
Martin Downey is fitting in as BBC
columnist this month. Pip Forer is

overseas.

By MARTIN DOWNEY
A feature of most pocket

computers is the ability to store a
number of programs in memory at

the same time and run them
independently. This can be
achieved on most micro-
computers by a few PEEKs and
POKEs. On the BBC it is even
easier. The following steps show
how to set up two programs in

memory each of which can be
chosen by pressing one of the
FUNCTION keys. The technique
can be repeated for up to ten
programs (one for each
FUNCTION key).
PHIN I PAGE {displays a number)
•KEY lPAG6=Inumb«r above) ]M
lEnterVLoad 1st program e.g.)
1 REM PROGRAM ONE
PAGE=LOMEM*256
L0MEM=PAGE+ 2

?PAGE=13
?(PAGE+1I=2&5
PRINT PAGE {displays a number)
•KEY 2PAGE=(numbor above) 1M
lEnier/Load 2nd program e.g.

I

1 REM PROGRAM TWO
Although i haven't had time to

test my idea thoroughly it appears
to work and. is very useful for

keeping utility programs (e.g. a
program that simplifies the
creation of programmable
characters) in memory during
program development. The earlier

programs should not be changed
but the last program entered can

be edited as usual.

TRS-80 look-alike

Before the BBC's official release

a rumour was going round that it

would be able to imitate the

TRS-80. the Apple and the PET.
Although it is true that just about
everything they can do, the BBC
can do, there is by no means any
direct compatibility. (Wrong
again, "MlCRO-80"). However,
as a TRS-80 owner for more than
four years, I was intarested in get-

ting TRS-80) graphs on the BBC
and indeed, it can ba done (and in

colour!).

The following program displays
the 64 graphics characters on a
TRS-80.
10 FOR 1=128 TO 191 STEP 16
20 FORJ=0TO1S
30 C=l+J
40 PRINT CHR*(C); " ';

50 NEXT J
60 PRINT: PRINT
70 NEXT I

To get the same display on a
8BC add the following lines:

4 MOD£ 7: REM (olooxt

6 white graprti-cs$-CHR5(151l
14 PRINT white graphicsS
34 C=c+32;IFC>191THENC=C+32

Of course this is just in black
and white. You do in fact have the
choice of six more colours for both
foreground and background. Not
only that, you can also have
"separated graphics", which
gives a border around each cell.

Readers may well ask why you
would want such graphics on a
machine that has very high
resolution dot graphics,
programmable characters, and
powerful PLOTing commands.
8LOCK graphics have advantages
in producing pictures quickly and
easily with minirrum memory

requirements. Besides, to a
TRS-80 hacker like myself their
chunky appearance has a certain

mosaic beauty.
Of course MODE 7 wasn't

intended to make the BBC
compatible with the TRS-80, Its

primary objective is for

compatibility with the TELETEXT
and PRESTEL communications
systems. Although these services
are not yet in use in New Zealand
they are certainly the way things
ere going to go.

Talking of rumours. I recently

heard from an Australian who has
been associated with the BBCs
development. According to him
the Acorn designers have
imbedded their names in an
unused portion of the ROM. A
simple dump didn't reveal this but
did reveal a copyright notice
(perhaps that's what he meant)
that doesn't appear to be normally
accessed. The following program
will give an ASCII dump of the
ROM (it makes interesting
reading).

10 MODE 4

20 FOR M=&80O0TOSFFFF
an P=?M: IF P<32TH£NP«Pl€4
40 PRINT CHRStPl
50 NEXTM
Note: & implies a hexidecimal

number. ? means "the byte at
address" so it replaces
P=PEEK(MJ and POKE M.P
<?M=P).

Literature

A number of good books have
already been published about the
BBC and software is also building
up both here and in lesser
cricketing nations (Britain and
Australia). A New Zealand BBC
club is already in full swing with a

YES, YOU CAN AFFORD A PRINTER!
NOW AVAILABLE IN N.Z. — THE AMBER 2400 DOT MATRIX PRINTER;

Ssti.il .nmi PjmiioI mpui • Full grapnicg eapamiiiy — each got iwjiviauaiv &fograrnma&ie •
CcivsMlonal !S pin '0" type plug • 2A column prtnt on plain papor • Lo« coit peper (CIO
tolls only ?0 c»nta «wh) m This- is not a trufroal 0' apart diacnafjj* typo pontet.

:-•>
:

-<•-< -jcveGmivc-snenJeo with scMnome
•

)
— (* »B1 WlttSfe tor Tffie -Cfi 'NMH

For orders or mors
I "formation, phono Of wrilo to

THE GADGETS COMPANY
P.O. Box 52-081, Auckland.

Phone (09) 862-280
(SOLE N.Z AOEWTS) OEA.LEH ENQUIRIES WELCOME

PRNTER

$395.00
NOW AVAILABLE
VIC2QNTERFACE

ALSO AVAILABLE FROM K'flD VIDEO & COMPUTERS. 65 P1IT ST. AUCKLAND I. PHWE 1091 359-655
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24-page newsletter that rivals

anything I've seen from any club.
Both presentation and content are

very good. Those interested

should write to P.O. Box 1581,
Wellington. A Christchurch
branch has also been formed and
those in the Canterbury region

should write to Marty Richards at
P.O. Box 1981. Christchurch.

Free advice to people still looking

for the right micro is available

from this and most other micro

clubs (see back of chis magazine)
so prospective users should take
advantage of this.

SOFTUJflR€
:,:.::. •".- '-•r.::::-::::r:--

From page 34

1700 l*T(l>?4»)6O0tlCN|0
mo T1-1VTCIB/16M)
1T?0 T2-IKTCCTfl-T1*36o6>/6o>
17J0 T3-T8-T1I>J600-T2<60
1740 W-L0VT9
1750 in.0<)4QT»CMi;7O
1760 l.O-LO-360
1770 PRIKT-OTlMT'NtH CtfSIT 'It (HP

it/? iFAS-'r'Ttcm.-fto

1775 lFAJ-'t,'TH»-Hl('
1774 COTO1770
1850 iFsa"4tsO»«-n»t«i85*
18-52 X2-COS<6.28J15«I/P>/COS(SO»P9

)icosufl2)7d!L'i'»7iwrTaie^e
i65* K*cos<6^ajis«i-cp/77J/'pvc
0M S0*P9>. C05UB2?70
1056 Ld<i7tl.4'L4<1B0
IH=<> 5l-i.0«l4.( I /4fc IFS1C360COT01B

70
1B*D S1-S1-360
I6.7O KETUKH
19-20 »2.5IWKOI»'9>«I«S0«^J

f P^v

mnKEHmouETHHTmnKES
you n uiinniR!

ATARI 400 HOME COMPUTER $999
Let our friendly staff show you
the amazing features of Atari

home computers.

Easy for the whole family

to use. Available on
low deposit terms.

16K RAW. 256 Colours. Unlimited Sounds.

Childproof Keyboard. Joystick Controls. Programmed in

Basic Wide Range of Programmes and Accessories,

COMPUTER CENTRE LTD
593a COLOMBO ST Ph. 793-428

COMPUTER
CENTRE LTD

Post your subscription

today

1930 x2'X?'COS(K0*i'$>*r.o<.tsOXPS>tc
0S(L5*P3)
1940 GOSUB2J7Q
1950 D-X7
19&0 irn<lWlTne

,

N!98'l

1970 D-0
1900 ifFWfm
2020 *2'5ifKSO*ev>-5iKet<o«'9>*cos<

?030 )tf*t?Acoy(iti*r,9*5i'rtE»P9;r>

204D C0S4«9?J7O
?050 C=>rilfL5>-(rr»i€N2070

?060 CO60-XJ
2070 RETURK
2110 £«CA0'6}&?»#3IN<0»P9> „
2120 e«eA<ao.63»*c05<MP9>-W7)

21J0 E'ATWEJ
214C E*90-36C«E/6.?*J'9' RETl'SN
2ieo r«« ia'(.y,!-rtcx(i*r$>-ci&T>f

cosccwcapy*
2190 BETU&*
Z2?0 IFJJ1>-1T»-CHI8-50iQOT02JJO

??J0 IFX1C-!.0TUCIM8»-90i!X>TO2J30
2250 Ifl-( ATN(Xi/(1-<X1»ti;l>>1.5>>/P

9
2>70 RETURN
2)70 IF»2»1.OTHENS7-0-0;&OTO25a0
2380 fFX2<i-1.0ThtHX7*18l&.OsfiW»25

00
2«0 X7=CAT«C(l-<X2»X?>>t.V/*2»
/M
2^50 iF5awc«7S"m.cs,7-ieo»x7
2500 RETURN
30M R£H .- (K9IT#I. DATA FOfl SATS.
J002 RE* INCLINATION Afc&L! 110.

H. 5. AtJ004 REH WJ TI«I • H,
- C. MBIT MjHBGft - N

JD0& HTM 0A«. • ft. HOMTK » MJ

3008 REM PERIOD • P. E*IA.T0R I AL
INCREriENT - T9
3010 REH .. A07 ..
3012 H0-T01.45 |A0'1449.6
)QU H-Ol(l-«i3-08lC-10l.«lH-^)

6
3016 D"-l4 ! Ht-'novE'«8ER 1982'

3018 P-lii.9392J8it9-38.7J68 *C0

3020 REM .. AOB ..

ya> »(0-W.78?3iA6.9?3
J024 H-liH-26iS»04tC97.22:N=2J620
J0rt D--7iHj-'N0v<:«HER 1JM'
)028 P-lO)3.1717»iT9-25.7952fl?1'GO

T070
)03O REH .. U09 ..
303? H0-f7-5018tAOi«5l3
303* H»0:R-4d-5-04iC-1i".72;N'5791
jojfc o.-7iRt-"*waffl 198?'
303B P*94.9J3«05 IT9-23- 7330169. GO

¥07"

304C REM .. RS3 - -

3U42 -O-S2-96W.JA0-163)
JAM M«-Otlli:37*S»0 iC-165.0 :N-0
' 46 D-1 iKS-'AUOJST 19B2'
3u48 P»118.5107 IT9-29-7564 sGO

TO?"
3050 REM .. RS4 ..
3052 It0-B2.95*)6<AO-1666

3054 M-liM-1 iS-O iC-169 :»*0

3056 DM :HS- 'AUGUST 1982'
JOM P»1190?^73 'T9'23.976-S? :S0

T070
3060 REH .. RS5 ..

3C*? H>82.9*9 iXO-1872
3064 H-OiH'50:S«27iC«294.25i'''*374'
3066 D'-JtKt-'KtncnBttt 1982*

306ft P-i19.}')483?!T9«3O.0i56Bfi$=f'0
T070
3070 oeh .. ntf ..

J07? H0-92.«592i»1-l642
J074 MrO!K»f!2s5-25-:C-285.0C-iM-37fi7

3076 D—7!M**N0¥FHBEH \W
JO/8 P»!«.71BO39tT9-25.ft06-i7l>5=GO

TO70
3383 AEH .. RS? ..
3082- lO'82-95<>8iAd>l662
J08t H-0»M«ljjS-1&iC-2B7.£6i'«3752
3086- D*-7,n$- , HOvLXOt* 1962"
3088- P-H9-19£540:T9-29-?265355sC0

T070
)09;> kek . . «tr.B . •

3092 H0=B2.9568«*»'167^
3094 n-itH»57fS»2Tie«3io^jtittJ735
3096 D=-7i«5- 'N0VC«HER 198?'
)098 P-H9. ;64JB5iT9*3O.06ai548tC0

TO70
Kf asy.
RU.SJ |N JH5 K,
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HAND H€LD

Toruses
and gold

by Glenn Hocking

Torus is a one-person adventure
game written lor the Sharp
PCI 211. This program takes up
all of the memory of the
computer.
The setting is night in an unlit

house. The house has 20 rooms;
you are in one of them. Each room
has two doors leading to other
rooms. One of the rooms -contains
the door to get outside, another
contains the gold.

The object is to steal the gold

then get outside safely.
Two monsters, called Toruses,

chase you and if you get trapped
you will be eaten.

This game contains a best-score
table. It is necessary to reset this

table each time the variable
memory is cleared.
To sot up lire best score table

let S=10O and then run the pro-
gram from line 700.

Program notes
Line 5 Resets variables.
Lines 10-67 Game instructions.
Lines 70-107 Sets up room
contents.
Lines 120-125 Your moves.
Lines 130-240 Room checking
and Torus movements.
Lines 500-520 You have found
your way out routine.
Lines 600-620 You have been
eaten routine.

Lines 630-730 Best score table.

Lines 900-31 Torus in your room
routine.

Lines 950-960 You have found
the gold routine.

Lines 970-974 Sets up room with
way out.
Lines 996-999 Random number
routine,

5:Cr=--ifJO»W=-:lO
:3«0ilj;:0

10: PRINT "TO PL
fi'AVGU HAVE
TOJ FIND

20: PRINT "THE G

OLD BY GOING
FROM

30: PRINT "ROCM
TO ROOM. BUT
BE CARE

«*0:PRINT "FULjT
HERE ARE 2 V
DRUSES

50: PRINT "CHASr.
NG YOU! WHEN
YOUfVE

60: PRINT "THE G
OLD YOU MUST
FIND A

65:PRINT "ROOM
WHICH LEADS
OTJTSIDf-:

66: PR INT "THE r
CRUSES CAN r
RAP YOU

6?: PRINT "AND I

F THEY DOV'O
u nrE!

70IG0SUB 996

90JG05UD 396
100: IF Z=GG0T0 9

HttUMG
1Q2:G0SUB 996
10S:K=C
104: IF X=KGuT0 1

03
JQ$:GGSUB 996

109: BEEP 2
HD1N=K-HIF N<|

LET N»20
lll:V=M*-3::CF V>2

OLET V-L+<V-
2o:>

115:X=fiBS J!

120 sprint "rou n
RE IN ROOM '

!X= PRINT B
'fH

ERE ARK TWO
K0RS"5PR1HT
"PICK A BOOR

;v; "iH

CHOICE IS "i

130: IF H=VC0TX1 L

50
140*. IF NONGOTO

120

GOTO 930
155:U=U*1:IF IN?

LET K=M
160: IF X=KO0Ti:i 9

00
170: IF K-JGOTO 9

00
1801 IF XXKI.ET Kh

K-1UF K<1
LET K^fifcS <K

190: IF X>KI.ET K*
K-*:t:IF K>2u
LET IW8

200: IF X<JL.ET Ja
J-3UF J _

LET J=I1BS <J
>+2

230: IF K>JLET .!"

J+3HF 7>20
lf.t P*:i?

220: IF K*J1.ET K«
K-l

230: IF >:=-CiiiuTO 5
00

240IG0T0 1:10

5O0:£EEP 3::PR1HT
"YOU HOVE FO
UH1J THf"; WAV

5IU;PRIMT "0UT.Y
OU HID NOT G
ET"

520: PRINT "KILLE
fl-VOU HADE "

iS?"MO l.'E5
M

::

GOTO ^:?o
600i BEEP 2:: PRINT

-YOU HrtVE BE
EN TRAPPED"

610:PRIHT "BY TH
E TORUSES-VO
i.i ARE

620: PRIM" "DEAD!
YOU MA13E SS
; "MOVES":
GOTCi 640

630: IF S<H(iOTO ?

00

125: INPUT "YOUR 640: PAUSE
SCORE

'BEST

650: PRINT It! " "

jp$i" - h ;h
660: END
7Q0:PfHMT "VOU H

AVE THE BEST
SCCRE,r»H*3

710: INPUT 'TYPi-:

IN YOUR 181
NAME "at*!
INPUT "TYPI-
Y3UR LAST HA
ME "tPH

730: GOTO 6<iO

900: BEEP l

901 SPRINT "ft TOR
us rs m thi
S ROOM!":
PRINT "YOU H
AVE RUN TO "

:X»K-iaIF >i~

OLEr X*20
902: print "room

";hiu=o
905: IF JsXGOTO 6

00
907: IF K-XijOTO 6

00
91OJ60T0 HO
950: IF M=2GST0 I

60
952:BEEP 4
9SS*PRINT "YOU H

AVE FOUND TH
E GOLB!"

99S<U>2
960 SPRINT "VOU N

OU HWE TO G
ET OUT":
PRINT "OF HE
RE

970:G0S3UB 996
972: IF GsXGOTO 9

70
974:0^! GOTO HO
996 :

A=2

.

99?:C=fiBs <4391*
7+Ct-P>-E=t«*-
t:F«Z3rtC3r>F
-irir civeme
i6*m ClCTfl
«VE)-l'tIF f,

GOTfl 9m
998* IF C

- -30-59 ra
997

999:RETURN

If its micro news in Auckland
— telephone AK 491 012

THE QADGETS COMPANY
S£l_LS

ZX81S0FTWEAR
WWTE 0(1 •»<« 1CH CXfl IPtZ CAtMSJ&Jt

Box 52-06 i. Auckland. Phone 862 ?6Q
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A winner
ByPAULJ.KINLEY

This is my version ol a 1K
invaders game for £X81s program
adapted to run in 3K. It's a little slow

but a lot of fun.

Shoot down as many invaders as

you can. You must get 500 or close

to, to scop invasion, don't waste

time on those out of range but try to

get 2 or 3 at once.

Use "5" and "8" to steer "0" to

fire. Hit any key to run again. If you
find 500 too hard change lines 137,

138, 139 to the number you want.

NIGHT INVADERS FOR 3K
ZX81

1 CIS

2 POR A
4 print

6 SECT

8 LET
IP LET

12 LET

20 PBIHT AT

40 FOR >

5»

60

€9

9«

1M
110
-115

12©

13«

133

135 IF PEEK (

Catchball

By JEREMY HOLLOBON

Catchball is a game for the 1K
ZX81. You must catch as many of

the falling balls as possible by
moving the cup at the bottom
underneath whera the ball will fall.

The cup is controlled by cursor

keys 5 and 8. Ten balls will fall,

one at a time, each going slightly

faster than the last. After ten balls

have been dropped, the number of

balls caught and vour score will be
displayed.

The scoring is 30 points if the

ball lands dead centre and ten

poi nts if it i s caught on the edge of

the cup. But bewarel The balls

also have occasional random side

movement. When the game ends
press any key foi another game.

spaces;

TO 17

"(26 GRAPHICS

A

s - e

* - a

V - A - A
18, S; * B^O GRAPHICS

V TO 1? STEP >e5
m

IQDI
)

PRINT AT C, RHD • 15l *|

let a - a - ( rams - -5

JJ A<7 THHI LET A - V

I? DTEU •" THEH GOTO 13«

PRIKT AT 18, A - T|

!rsxT ° finrw

1

PRIHT: "
)
DH7A]

PAUSE 2©e

GOTO 170

FOR B - 17 10 C - 3 STEP - V

JBIKT AT B, AJ

C nrnrt - -a* >

HO LAUDED

ir HE
LET S

PEEK 16398
B

137

138

139

14«

145

15*

155

160

178

189

196

200

s

IP 8 > 5** THE* PRIST "ATTACK

If 8 > 5W THE* PAUSE 2W
IP 3>5»« THEH GOTO 17*

PRIST AT B, Aj "Q "

PRDTP AT B, A; ""
NEXT B

PRIHT AT 5i 21 S "

GOTO 1«©

CIS

PRIHT " HIT AJfT KET

PAUSE WWfl
RWJ

+ PEEK 16399 • 2$0 - CODE Q] THEN

DEFEATED*

SCOBBkI "i 3

TO GO AGAIH

Once you have achieved a score
of 260 or more, you may wish to

make the game more difficult by
substituting 1 .6 for the 1 .4 in line

260.

60 CLS
60 LET Z - NOT PI

70 LET E = NOT PI

80 LET X = SGN Pf

90 LETS = VAL"14"
100 FOR F = 1 TO 10
t 10 LET a NOT PI
120 LET C = INT (RND*26) +3
130 LET C = C+ ONT(RND*8)=0»*

|INT(RNO-3)-1)
140 LET B = B+(iNKEV4="fi" AND

8<-29)-(INKEYS="6"and B> 01
160 LET D = D+l
160 CLS
170 PRINT AT D.C;"0";AT 21 . B; "U"
180 OF 0< 20 THEM GOTO CODE "U"
250IFC= 8+t THEN LET E = E+3
265 IF C = B OR C = 8+2 THEN LET E «

E+l
260 LET X = X+1.4
265IFC = BOB C = B+l OR C a B+2

THEN LET Z =Z+1
270 NEXT F
280 PRINT AT 2,2:"YOU CAUGHT ";Z:"

BALLS OUT OF 10": M 6,10; "SCORE
= "*; E; 0; AT 10. 10;"ANY KEY FOR";
TAB 11; "NEW GAME"

230 PAUSE 9999
300 RUN

PAID

CIRCULATION

NOW
5000+

MINIMUM
PAGE
NUMBER
NOW
48

THE OADGETS COMPANY
SELLS DC

COMMODORE 64
Box 52081 Aucktaro P"ono 8Q2-260
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M23 Printer Status Checks
Many programmers aim to make

their programs as user-friendly as

possible. One way of doing this is

to test the status of the printer

before trying to send dat3 to it,

thus avoiding the "lockup"
syndrome which occurs if no
printer is attached. The following

routine illustrates how this may be

done on the SORD M23.
1020 LET P=0
1030 PRINT CURSOR (20,0);

1040 PRINT "P for Parallel

Printer, S for Serial Printer,

«ESC» to Exit? :
";

1050 INPUT#0, " "; AS 'See
Note below

1060AI=INSTR (1, "PS" +
CHR$ {27},A$I

IF A1 =0 THEN GO TO 1 050
ELSE
IF A1=3THEN GOTO 1090
ELSE PRINT AS:

1070 IF A1 =2 THEN
: OPEN "SOUTA" AS FILE 1

MODE 3
: IF ONP 12491 AND 100K>
100 THEN

: CLOSE 1

: GO TO 1 030
; ELSE GO TO 1100

1O80OPEN "POUT" AS FILE 1

MODE 3
: IF (INP (248) AND 1) <>1.
THEN
: GO TO 1 030
: ELSE GO TO 1100

1090 LET P=1
1100 RETURN

This routine (accessed by

GOSUB 10003 wHl open either a

parallel or serial printer provided it

is connected and ready. If the user

cannot make the printer ready or

does not desire a printout then the

flPPl€
raWIMW II I IIIH EIS illll

Hex to Decimal for Apple
By R. BENSON

This is a small p/ogram which
displays the decimal and hex
equivalents. It is written for the

Apple II plus in Applesoft BASIC
but is probably easily converted to

run on most 3ASIC using
computers.

18 REM THIS PROGRAM DISPLAYS
28 REM THE DECIMAL AND HEX

39 REM EGUIUALENTS
46 REM HEX TO DECIMAL
56 REM BY R.BENSON
49 REM
76 HOME
88 VTAB 8: PRINT "CTRL 'S' STOPS LISTING": PRINT "AND

ANY OTHER LETTER STARTS IT AGAIN"! PRINT "CTRL '

C BREAKS LISTING*
?8 PRINT : PRINT "PRESS ANY KEY TO": PRINT "START LIS

TING :

" ; : GET A*
186 HOME

119 SPEE0= i?5: ONERR GOTO 138

129 PRINT "HEX DECIMAL'
139 POKE 34,2
149 PRINT
159 A* "6123456?8?ABCDEF"; FOR B = 1 TO J4: FOR A

1 TO 14: FOR C » 1 TO 16: FOR I = 1 TO H:U* = MID*

(As, 8, 1)

169 Z* = MID* <A*,A,1):Y* = MID* <A*,C,1>:X* = MID*

<A*,I,1): PRINT U*;Z*;Y*;X*,N
1 79 N = N 1 : NEXT ! NEXT : NEXT
189 POKE 34,6: SPEED= 255

199 END

r^EXT

<TSO key may be pressed and the

routine exits with the parameter P
set to 1 . Try this subroutine in the
next report program you write — it

can save a lot of wasted time and
frustration!

Note: The INPUT statement on
line 1050 contains a prompt string

which is apparently of length zero

Cie: a null string). SORD BASIC
does not accept null strings so
instead press CTRL-U (the control

key and capital U pressed
simultaneously) to generate anon-
printing character for the prompt
string..

From page 30
for thinking that, if computing is

important to our national future,

she or he already had enough
natural disadvantages to cope
with.

, .

What we see is that the relative

costs vary a great deal between
different machines. The average

national values taking the United

States as TOO are Britain 112,

Australia 179, New Zealand
educational 170, and New
Zealand retail 235.

Considerable variations also

exist between the machines.
Three are marginally cheaper in

Britain than in the United States,

either due to competitive factors

or to the downward shift of the

pound sterling over the period that

we looked at prices. The Atari and
VIC look to be heavily marked up
outside of the United States for a

different reason. Both machines

were originally marketed for use
with United States television on
the American NTSC standard. The
versions later introduced In

countries using a PAL television

standard (inlcuding New Zealand,

Australia, and Britain) required

extra circuitry to modify their

video output. Consequently the

cost of this was built into the

standard version released in these

countries. As Apple users will

know the Apple also requires this

circuitry if used with a domestic
PAL colour television and this is at

extra cost to the non-U.S. prices

quoted here (it would add about

15 per cent to the Apple figure).

By contrast, the ZX-81 and BBC
machines were designed around

PAL systems and the Sirius comes
complete with its own high-

resoiution video monitor.
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BBC users:
tune
in on
this one

"Basic Programming on the
BBC Microcomputer", Neil
Cryer and Pat Cryer
/Published by Prentice/Hall),

520.30 Reviewed by Martin
Downey.

Seldom do books on
programming appeal to a wide
audience. They are usually aimed
at some particular section within

the computer field. However,
"Basic Programming on the BBC
Microcomputer" should appeal to

just about all levels of competence
because it includes so much
information in such a readable
format. Although the book

assumes the reader has no
computer experience it doesn't
assume the reader is barely
literate (a mistake many other
computer books make). Also, it

doesn't just stop at the
fundamentals but tackles some of
the more complex topics such as
"File Handling".
Each chapter is broken down

into a number of well defined
sections most of which are
followed by "Activities" which
give questions and exercises.-

These are partly answered and
discussed at the end of .each
chapter. Good use is made of
sample BASIC programs
encouraging a hands-on approach
and maintaining reader interest.

The authors assume that the

reader has a BEC besfde them to
try things out as they go along.
Although this is not essential it is

certainly the best way to learn

BASIC.

Contents
The book begins at the point of

first turning on the computer. It

THE N.Z.

COMPUTER

GAMES CLUB

CALLING ALL HOME
COMPUTER and

HOME VIDEO GAMES
SYSTEM OWNERS

MEMBERSHIP OF THE N.Z. COMPUTER GAMES
CLUB MEANS YOU CAN:
1. Hire computer and video games to try in your horne

before purchasing.

2. Hire games on a weekly basis at a fraction of their cost

and exchange for different games when you wish.

3. Purchase games by mail from the largest selection in

N.Z. at discount prices.

Fill in The Form Below For Details Of Cost, Tittes Available Etc.

Post to : THE N.Z. COMPUTER GAMES CLUB,
P.O. Box 93, Rangiora Phone 6200 Ranciora.

Name
Address

atari
400/400

ATARI
-.'MM

APPLE I

SYS 93
TRS80 U
PCT D

V1C20 WIZZAHD
I

2X81 TUNIX n
FOUNTAIN ORBIT COMPU

teaches how to enter, run, and
correct programs then goes on to
give a full lesson in the BASIC
language. BBC BASIC is based on
standard Microsoft BASIC with
numerous enhancements. The
book covers all the standard
commands as well as most of the
"extras". The sections on use of
the BBC's graphics, colour,
animation and sound will be of
particular interest to experienced
programmers new to the BBC,
However, such programmers
shouldn't just skip straight to
these "juicy bits" as the earlier

chapters include a number of
useful ideas.

Most of the information can be
found within the ample pages of
the USER'S MANUAL but this

tends to be too detailed for a

neophyte and can even
overwhelm a seasoned "hacker"
at first glance. In particular, two
BBC BASIC enhancements that I

did not initially notice in the

USER'S MANUAL were brought
to my attention by this book.
These were: GOTO X (X is a
variable) and ON Y GOTO . . .

CLSC. The book does not cover
the use Of ASSEMBLER routines
within BASIC but this is

consistent with the title.

Criticisms

The book is a normal adhesive
bound paperback. The plasticised

cover is a good idea for a book
that will be used as much as this
one but a spiral binding is virtually

a must for this type of book so
that it can be opened out flat and
read while using the computer.
Programs on pages 51 and 73
have "bugs." The reader will no
doubt pick these up and learn from
them but I doubt if they were
intentional and such mistakes can
be disconcerting.

Conclusion
A good tutorial in BASIC and an

easy introduction into most of the
powerful enhancements on the
BBC. A must for the beginner with
a BBC and a useful guide to the
more experienced programmer. If

you are using another type of

computer this book may still be of
some value but in general it is

aimed specifically at BBC owners
and prospective owners.
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The facts
from
Dr Zaks
"From Chips to Systems: An
Introduction to Micropro-
cessors," by Rodnay Zaks.

Published by Sybex. 552
pages (soft cover). $37.95.
Reviewed by Warren Marett.

For those of us who are not

electronically inclined, it is often

with an emotion mixed between
despair and amazement that one
looks at the boards and chips that

make up a microcomputer.
This book, by THE Rodnay

Zaks, is an excellent start to help-

ing unravel the mysteries, as well

as providing entertaining

background and historical reading.

"From Chips to Systems" prin-

cipally concentrates- on a

"logical" description of

microprocessors and microcom-

puters rather than what may be
called a "physical" description.

Tharo is little electronic theoiy w
discussion on topics such as

printed circuit boards.
Rather the book describes how

a microprocessor and its support
chips function at a logical level;

for example, how an instruction is

processed through the control

unit, arithmetic and logical unit,

registers, buses and memory
(without mention of electrical

signals or fundamental electronic

components).
Included in a large chapter on

system components is good infor-

mation about the buses that con-

nect parts of the microprocessor
and connect the microprocessor

to its support chips.

On completing this book, the

reader will not be able to design

his own microcomputer. But he or

she will be much more
knowledgeable about the work-

ings of microprocessors, bit-slice

processor, memory chips, buses
and input/output chips, and will be
ready to dive into the practical

electronic books.

A large book, it nevertheless

does not waste any words (which

is the way many of us prefer our
computer texts).

Quite properly, the introduction

states that it is not necessary to

have prior experience with elec-

tronics. It is the author's conten-

tion that it is possible to learn

about microprocessors in a short

time, and the book appears to
confirm his view

.

It is not clear that the book is

suitable for newcomers to com-
puters. Its fast pace indicates that

it is probably better :o read it after

mucking about with a personal

computer or after attending com-
puter courses at a tertiary level.

The reader is recommended by
Zaks to read it cover to cover, but
the book should also make a

valuable reference document,
"From Chips to Systems" was

originally published under another
name in 1977 and -his is an up-

dated version, completely revised

and re- illustrated. Sixteen bit

microprocessors are reviewed in

part of one chapter, but the main

emphasis is on 8-b't processors

such as the 80&0 and 6800.
Microprocessor programming

principles are covered over two or

three sections of the book,

although the reader would be well

advised iw be already familiar with

programming, preferably at the

assembly-language level.

Other chapters cover

microprocessor applications and
interfacing techniques. There are

brief discussions on comparative
microprocessor evaluation,

system development, and the

future of microprocessors.

The book is, if anything, over-

illustrated, and is quite well

presented. There is a large, but

not exhaustive, index.

In summary, this :ext is good
value and will help round out a

'Bits & Bytes" reader's library.

For PET
enthusiasts

"The Alien, Numbereater
and other Programs for Per-

sonal Computers. " By John
Pace, MacMHIan Press,

1981. 86 pages. Reviewed
by Steven Darn old. $12,95.

One of the best reasons for join-

ing a computer club is the oppor-

tunity to compare programming
experiences with other members.

THE GADGETS COMPANY
mi

In Home Demonstrations
O VlT.XI&CCMMJtKM MIMKM AM3M<tAi

Box 52-QB*. Auckland. Phono 862-260
,

Iniarcttcd in leaving iht> wo«

iry Oungeon* & Diorohj

I Livelier

Tunn»*N ^ UtAH

Chivalry & Sorcery

i hteves World

Arduin Cnmoire

& many more

One dI Ihese rote playing systems

niusl lu'lhi-keylnryou.

viui '• Af for ,3 OOOMiM
\\v can help you!

flit- In Oi [podSlGOJlfoE6l«

_>

ATARI AMD EPSON SOFTWARE
Now available — N.Z. Designed Packages
V- Accounts Receivable

£ Hire Purchase

ir Stock Control
;\- Television — Video tape rental packages etc.

Custom programming available for your needs

Agents for Analog Software S Magazine for Atari users

Full sup pliers of all Hardware and largest

Atari soitware agent in N.Z.

Contact Kevin Butler Communications Specialists Ltd Bos 15578, New turn.

Our neui retail outlet now operating in the 56? flrtadc Rockland

Gt. North Rood, Henderson UUest City Computer Centre Phone 836-1567
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We all learn from our mistakes,

and it's good to be able to share
our moments of triumph and
disaster. John Race's book is a
little bit like a computer club
meeting: he presents his pro-

grams, warts and all, and
discusses them with you.
There are only 14 programs in

the book, but each is accom-
panied by a detailed discussion of

what the program does and how it

was written. John Race obviously

enjoys programming, and his en-

thusiasm and sense of humour are

to the fore. That is not to say.

however, that the programs are

trivial. Most of the programs in-

corporate some interesting pro-

gramming technique, and several

are quite mathematical.

In spite of the cute title, this is

not a book for beginners. Several

of the programs use advanced
techniques and most require a
thorough knowledge of BASIC.
Rather, this is a book for the en-

thusiast. It's ideal for the
schoolboy who knows more about
computers than his teacher, or for

the man who bought a computer
1 7 months ago and hasn'1 been to
the pub since.
The programs are all written for

the Commodore PET. The in-

troduction claims that other com-
puters will be able to use the pro-

grams; however, I have examined
the progroms closely and only six

will readily adapt to other com-
puters. Even Commodore VIC-20
users will have difficulty. To get
full value from this book, you need
a PET or Commodore 64.

Subscribe

today

COMMERCIAL
QtASSIFIEDS

: Commercial Classifieds are
available at 50c per word
(minimum of 15; words*, BITS &
iBiYTES reserves the tight to

determine if any advertisement Is

W commercial classified. All

^commercial classifieds must be
p3id for before publication unless

prior arrangement.

One for
browsers

"Discovering Com-
puters," 6y Mark Frank.
Published by Longman. 96
pages (hard cover). $19.95.
Reviewed by Warren Marett.

In your reviewer's experience,
the hardest teaching assignment
known is to attempt to teach com-
puter concepts to the uninitiated.

Morally, then, rt would be unfair

to criticise "Discovering Com-
puters," a book which "explains
what computers are, how they

work, and what they can and can-
not do."

If one had no scruples, one
might be critical of the book's
organisation, or the occasions
where the book seems to depart
from reality - whether it was
done to keep the explanation sim-

ple or whether the author had not
given enough thought to the
exposition.
But the author has obviously

tried hard to cover many facets of
the computer and its application,
The book's strong points are its

pleasing layout and many good
diagrams and photographs.

It is a browsing book, one which
folk can skim through to learn

some of the concepts and enjoy

the illustrations.

ClASSIFICDS
..... ..-.-

.
.'..

J. Walton of Oamaru please

contact BITS & BYTES with your
full address.

FOR SALE. I have upgraded

from my OSI Challenger C4P,
which is now "for sale.

Outstanding graphics capability,

supported by extensive literature

including workshop manual, and a

number of programmes on tape.

Cassette interface with 8K of

RAM. Price $900. Can be seen in

Hamilton. Enquiries to S.G.
Willson, 405 Mako Road,

Whangamata. Phone 58-266
Whangamata.

WILDCARD FOR APPLE 91. Cost
$249. Offers please. 2 Blucher
Ave. Wellington. Ph: 898-346.

VIC-20's for sale, For the best
all-round deal ring Brian Bullen. Ph

298-8676 Papakura.

FOR SALE One 2X81, 8K RAM
pack with special features $80.
Contact Brendon Humphries, 718
Abberdeen Road, Gisborne. Ph:

4663.

FOR SALE: Hewlett Packard
HP1L interface with tape drive,

video interface, monitor & two
tapes. To suit HP41 handheld.
Comprehensive manuals, video

software, power supply & cables

also supplied. $1500.00.
Telephone CM. Lowcay
WN662-866afier5p.m.

FOR SALE Sinclair ZX81.
Includes 16K RAM expansion.
Power Supply. Leads, manual.
magazines, program. Ideal first

compute*. $300 all in. Phone
Mike- Auckland 865009
evenings.

VIC Owners: Join N.Z.'s leading

VIC user group for access at low,

low cost to a library of over 200
VIC programs. Write for details to:

Nelson VIC Users Group. C/- P.O.

Box 860, NELSON.

FOR SALE Complete system
with software and firmware. An
upgraded OSI Challenge I P. with

dual disc drive and printer,

Expanded memory and other

features. Rod McPherson Ph
895-431 or 639 Worcester St,

Christchurch.

SHARP PC User wishes to
contact others. Especially

interested in Business software.

Write Nick Parker PO Box 1 1725,
Manners St P.O. Wellington.

FOR SALE 21L02/4102N
1 20nS 1 K x 1 static RAM. 5 for

$1.00. H.N. Wiggins P.O. Box
1718. Palmerston Morth.

FOR SALE: Compucolor 1GK
with deluxe keyboard, 8 colour 1 8
MHz monitor, disk, software and
manuals. Offers Ph. 325-503
Wellington.
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VIC FOAMING
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From page 35

HO DATA 159, 24, 133- 2
126 DATA 76. 77. 3/ 169

130 KfTfl 24. 133. 1. 169

H6 BflTfiZS, 133, 2- 169
'50 IMTfi 12?. 133- 254, 169,
160 CfiTfi 133, 253. \GQ. 9
179 BftTfl 177. 1, 145. 253
130 DfiTfi 230, 253, 208, 2
199 DATA 230. 254- 165. 253
SCO Dfitfl 261, 232, 238. 7
210 WTA 165. 254- 201. 131

223 DATA 208. 1. 36. 230
240 DftTR 1- 205, 2, 238
258 DATA 2. 76. 37, 3
260 DATA 169, 43, 133, 1

270 DATA 169, 24, 133- 2

230 DATS 76.. 13S, 3, 169

290 DATA 24, 13?

3C0 t-ATP 1- 169- 23. 133
310 DATA 2, 169 9. 133
'320 CATP 233, 12Zj 254, 168

330 3ATA 169- 32i 145. 1

340 l"*"* 230. 1. 203, 2

359 EAT* £?9, 2- 238. 253
BfiTH 203, 2> 238, 254

370 DATA 1S5, 253, 201
330 DATA 232, 208, 7, 165

330 DATA 254. 201, 3, 208
400 DATA 1, 96, 76, 145, 3
READY.

From page 26

Irony — One of the ironies of

computer use for financial

analysis and contro' is that those
who most need one can least af-

ford one. If you ate under con-
siderable financial pressure, a

computerised cash book enables
you to know your financial situa-

tion at any tima with a minimum
of fuss. This allows greater con-

trol over expenditure and income,
allowing you to best match expen-
diture with income, resulting in a

lower overdraft and hence lower
interest payments.

If you use a computer for herd
or flock recording, tetter use can
be made of the information col-

lected because the computer can
calculate rankings and indices for

stock selection much more easily

than by hand. Comparisons with

THE GADGETS COMPANY
SEUSTHfc

VIC 20 COMPUTER
CCMCOWJU> ** YIX#t Of** • CM1 1 JU3rQ«M> I

Box 52-081. Auckland. Phone 862-2BO

other years can be made easily,

without having to sort through
card files. This means these com-
parisons are much more likely to

be carried out.

Savings in time can apply to a

variety of activities and it is im-
possible to categorise possible

savings.
To place dollar values on the

benefits through better manage-
ment information and time sav-

ings, it is essential to talk to
someone using a computer in the
same fashion as you intend to. Or
ask a consultant (computer or
farm consultant) who has a good
knowledge of farming and the use
of computers on farms.

This is really the only way
because of the vast differences in

the way farmers collect and use
the information with which they
make decisions.

Next month, we will consider
what to look for when buying far-

ming software, and a few ex-

amples of what software is

available.

NOW YOU CAN&DO IT!

INTERFACE THE WORLDS
LEADING DAlSYWHEEL PRINTER
TO ALMOST EVERY POPULAR
PERSONAL AND BUSINESS
COMPUTER!

QlHIie. SPRINT 11 PLUS
rnia latest adailion to lie Qume prim or range

contains an INTERCHANGEABLE
COMMUNICATIONS MQDULE-

• 40cps(« 50eps).

- 5500 hours Mean Time Between Failure taio.

• $otia! RS232C. Centronics Parallel and

IEEE -488 -communication interfaces.

• True letter quality using Qumc's wi-de

range ol daisywheels.
• The price.-

OntyS3313
plus tax

ANDERSON DIGITAL EQUIPMENT
AUCKLAND: Ph: 590-549, P.O. Be* 12-838. AK-6

WELLINGTON: Ph: 693-008. P.O. Bo« 30-511. L. Hutl-

CHRISTCHURCH; Ph: -4.V09I . P.O. B©» 25-104. Chch.

Please iend me .i Qrocnu'c

Please twz a representative« mv

Name.

Title

Company:

Add'C-W

Phcoe
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CnmPUTfiSHDR
iiC' n "K' . mJ « m^ • . nc?

NZ's Widest Selection of Personal Computers

monitors, printers, disk drives
"ZX-80 *Vtc 20 "Hewlett Packard

•Atari System 80 "BBC MICRO
•TRS80 Colo' Computer

* Osborne • Epson hx 20

We look foriwrO 10 your vitit. Wr'te 'o' M.11I Order*.

Credil Cards Accepted,

EINSTEIN SCIENTIFIC LIMITED
177 Willis Street Welington

PC* Bo* 27138 Pn 851-055 Tx NZ3380

'7 - m*

^Sero^geCmkioPrct DISTRIBUTOR
F0RN2.

' WordStar $595 * SpeffSlar $322 MaHMerge $216
' DataStar $44Q * CalcStar 5380 ' ReportStar S4io

IBM PC AND APPLE FORMATS AVAILABLE

MicroAge International (NZ) Ltd

P.O. Box 1 3-054 353-357 Hereford St, Christchurch.

Phone 891-109

5oft5[a
The magazine for APPLE, ATARI. TRS80/SYS"EMS 80 Users
Available from March 1 982 onwards @ $6/isuue post free in NZ.

1VE TARANAKI MICRO ELECTRONICS

CENTRECOURT BUILDINGS. NEW PLYMOUTH. PHONE 84-067

N.B. School orders accepted

KAYPRO II Portable Computer
COLOMBIA MPC 16 Bit Computer
Sole South Island distributors

TURNERS Ltd
P.O. Box 1021 Christcrurch

Phone 784-820

FOR THE LATEST IN MICROCOMPUTERS

COMMODORE 64 & VIC20
ATARI L*yz»y

SINCLAIR SET
EARN 14 Vi% INTEREST WHILE YOU SA VE

149 HEREFORD STREET. CHRtSTCHURCH PHONE 797-279
lOpp. Reserve Bank*

JAMES ELECTRONICS LTD
POLLEN ST
BOX 527
THAMES
PI. 8S-893

Gattesraool IneedaUkexol
Snake- Maths G.vne Bull in Bucket
Gamos tape 2 Inn oxp reqrj I

Formula 1 Conconliaiion-Liie Game
S15eachpftp$1

Also available (or VIC20 Payroll and
Cashbook programs. Wriic lor details.

M I

coCOMMODORE 64

VIC -20

Deal with the specialist

Large range of software &
hardware available.

(Including some exclusive to us)

Write for price list and product
information to:

Peter Archer

PERSONAL COMPUTER
SYSTEMS
P.O. Box 860,
NELSON.
Telephone MN 79362.

Please support

BITS & BYTES
advertisers
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CLUB CONTACTS

WHAf+GAREI COMPUTER GROUP: Tom Alan.

3 Meunu Rd. WJwge-ei Phone 83-063 (w).

UnII every second Wednesday o! the

month bi Northland Communulv College.

NZ MICROCOMPUTER CLUB INC. P.O. Box
6210, Auckland. The monthly Mealing in

hold on tho (irot Wodncsday ol each month a:

tho VHF Clubiooms. Hazel Ave., Ml Roskill,

from 7.30pm. Visitors are also welcome io

th" computer workshop in the clubrooms.

Iflfim-Spm, on the Saturday following tho

above mooting.

The following uK>r stoops -are P*' ol |n«

chjb. All meaonga show n surl 7.30pm at t"»

Vftf Ovoroom.
Other «c:ive uw &Ovps withn the e'ue are:

APPU, CP.M. DREAM 680O. SMAO. BUSINESS.

KW, LNW. SORCERER. 1802 and 2650.
They can *i. bo comtaciod ai cub meetings or

via N2 m-t.ocwnputr" Club. P.O. Box 6210.
Auckland.

APPLE USERS' GROUP: Bruce Given. 12 Irlrang!

Rfl„ One Troo Mill- Phono 66-7-720 th).

ATARI MICROCOMPUTER USERS GROUP: Brian

or Dean Yakas. Phono 8363 060 (h).

Mofliuina: Snctwia Tuosday.
BBC USERS' QR0UP: Dave Fielder. Phone

770-630 ext 616 Iwl,

BIG BOARD USCR GROUP; Sieve Van Veen. Rot

6. 1 1 1 Molrono Rd. Me Rosfcdl. Auckland 4.

Phono 4091 659-991 In).

BUSINESS USERS' GROUPS John Hawthorn. 1

1

SmvWw Rd. Rermjer*. Phone 642-714 |h>.

8 76 1 89 Iv.:. MouOnos monthly.
COMMODORE USERS' GROUP: Doug Mete*, 18

Weidene Ave. &Knf#d. Phone 444-961

7

<h>. 497081 1*1. Meeting*: Third
Wednesday.

CP-M USERS* GROUP: Kerry Koppen. 27870
OonVUon Rd.. BrimerH. Phone 69-5355 (hi.

Meeting*. Mrcio wortshop
DRtfiM 6800 USERS: Peter Wheian, 22 Ketaton

St, New Lynn, Auckland. Phone 109) 8751 10
(h|.

KIM USERS: John H«t. 1A Northbo-o Rd.

Tekapuna, Phono (03) 497-552 |h),

LNW USERS: Ray James. Phone (09) 30 839
(w). 686-58-7 |h).

SINCLAIR USERS' GROUP: Doug Farmer. Phono
567-689 (hi . Moo-lings: Fourth Wcdncwlov.

SORCERER USE RS' GROUP INZ) ; Stfvvyn Anew,
Phono 491-012 (hi. Meetings: Micro

workshop,
1802 USERS' CROUP: Bnan Conquer. Phone

666-984 ih>.

Tho acwvo contacts can usually be found at

KZ Microcomputer Club Meetings, or via P.O.

Bo» 6210. Auckland.

Other AucUand-beted -coups:
ACES (Auckland Cornpuior Education Sooetyl:

Ray Clarke. 1 DurWat P., Hcnoo*son. Phone
836-9737 IM.

CMUC iCombinod Microcomputer Users' Group):
Tills Is an association ol Microcorripuie'

Clubi, GiouDii etc, formed to co ordinate

activities and to give n combined voice on
topics concerning ell micro users.

HeprosonlotlOn f'om all Clubs and Groups is

welcomed to: CIV.UG C/- P.O. Box 6210,
Auckland.

EPSON HX20 USERS' GROUP- Contact: C.W.
r.'i(|hy. 14 Domett Avenuo. EDsom.
Auckland. (Aruafihon*, 774-269 1.

HP41C USERS* GROUP (Auckland): O-
Cakulator Centre, P.O. Box 6044. Auckland.
G'*nt Buchanan. 790-328 iv.1. Meets third

Wednesday.. 7pm. at Centre Cw-ou;^!.
OftM S>jm Rd.. E&iom.

HZ TRS-80 MICROCOVPUT6R CLUB: Olaf
Ste-shot. 203A Cod«y Rd.. TrSrangi Pbon*
817-8698 (h). Meet* lim Tuesday. VHF
Chibtooms, Hare' Ave.

. Mt RosMl. Auckland.

OSI USERS' GROUP (All: vince Martin-Smth.
44 Murdoch Rd.. G*oy Lynn. Auckland.
Moots third Tuesday. VHF Clubiooms, Hold
Ave., Mt Roskill.

SYMPOOL (HZ SYM USER GROUP!: J.

Rubi'ir.un. P.O. Goi 'JSO. Manurewa. Phone
266-2188 Ol).

A.Z..T.E.C: Brian Mayo Church Street. Katftai,

Phone 490-326. Menbers uw a"! micros and
tho dub hat just bought a Wuvard.

TAURANGA SINCLAIR COMPUTER CLUB: C.
Ward, Secretary, P.O. Box 6037. B-'ookhe'd.

Taurange. Phone 8*?-962 or BR 234.
ATARI 400'BOO USfR CLUB: Dav* Brown, P-.O.

Bo« 6053, Hamilton. Phone (071) 54692
(hi.

GlSQOnNC MICROPROCESSOR USERS' GROUP:
Stuart Mullen -Merrick. P.O. Box 486,
Gi'-harno. Phone 88-828-

ELECTMC APPLE USERS' GROUP". Noel
BrWiijeraon, P.O. Box 3106. Fit^oy. Kov.
Plymouth. Phone SO-218

TARAKAK! MICRO COMPUTER SOCETY: P.O.

Bos 70O3. Bon BrOc*. New Pryrnouth: F'irv.n

SU-ter. Phone 64-S14.
HAWKES BAY MICfOCOMPUTER USERS*

GROUP: Bob Bls-Jy. Pmnvai Ph*rna<v.
P.nmai Pure. Nepie* Phono 439-01 6.

MOTOROLA USfR GROUP: Harry YYigohit.

(2L2BJR). P.O. Box "718. P*mcnton No«lh.
R>oncl063l82 527IM.

MiCAO AND PPOPlE ltd SOCIETY 1MAPS) lov.n.
moots on tecond and fourth Thursday ol

aach tnonlli. 0. CoM. 2cl Edinburgh Strooi.

Lowln. Phono 83-904. or W. WdtheH, P.O. Box
406. Levin.

ATARI USERS' GROUP. Woll-ngtoiv Eddie
Ntcklcss. Phono 731-024 (wl. P.O. Box
1 601 1 . Mootings; first Wadnesday ol month.

CffrTRAl DISTRICTS COMPUTERS IN

EDUCATION SGCirY: Roty Butlcf. * JWn
Street. Levin. (06$) 8*466 Or Margaret
Morgan. 18 Siarcen Street. Karon.

Wolngson (Oil 767-167.
UPPER HUTT COMPUTER CLUB; Shar« Ooyio.

18 Hoidworth Avrrue. Upper Hut:. Phxx»#

278 545. An *a machine dub.
BBC USCR GROUP: Users of other mocrww*

wetoome too. WrHe PO. Bok lSftt.
Wd*ngton. or Phone 861-213. Wehlnjton.

05S9RNC WitR GROUf. Of Am banate. U- r*b

Ghurno* Slroot. WcBBigton 1 Pt»wk> "104]

7*?8668.

HI SUPER 80 USERS' GROUP: C- Po*ftut
Computers, 5 Dundee PI.. Chortwell,

Walluifllon 4, Phone 791-172.
OHIO USERS' GROUP. Wellington.

Secretary Treasurer: R.N. Hiilop, 668
AwatOa Slrftdt. Ponrti.

WELLINGTON MICROCOMPUTING SOCIETY
INC,: P.O. Box 1531, Wellington, or B»l

Parkin ih) 725086 MeetWiflq era heW m
V/arg't BuOokng. 203-209 Wits Street, on

the) 2nd) Tuesday each mortth at 7.30em.
NELSON MICROCOMPUTER CLUB' Or Chr*

FeJthem. Marsden Vat«y Rd. Nelson. Phone
(054) 73 300(h).

NELSON VtC USERS* GROUP: Pete- Archer. P.O.

BOX 8E43, NoUon. Ptenrj (OMI 79-362 WO.
BLENHEIM COMPUTER aU"8: Club night second

Wod-netdsy of month. Ivan MeynoB.
So-crotsry. P.O. Box 66B. Phone (I.) 85-207
or [wl 87-834.

CHR1S1CHUHCH ATARI USERS GROUP:
Contact Edv-in Brandt. Phone 228-??? HO,
793-428 (w)

CHRISTCHURCH '80 LSERS' GROUP: OavW
Smith, P.O. Box 4118, Christchurch. Phono
83-111 Ih).

CHRISTCHURCH PEGASUS USERS' GROUP:
Don Smith. 63 Fafquhars Rd. Redwood.
Chnatcnorch. Phone l03l 526-994 M.
64-544 (w). Z13AFP

OinSTCMURCH APPU USERS' GROUP Paul
Nc4dero«. O- P.O. Box 1477. ChnVncKfCh.
Phone 796-1 00 (v.1.

OSI USERS' GROUP (CHI: Bvry Long. 377
Barrtf^gton St.. S^evdon. ChristCrXr/Ch.

Phone 384-560 t->>

CHRISTCHURCH SINCLAIR USERS' GROUP: Mr

J, Mnthea, Phone 385-141, P,0, Box
33-098.

CHRISTCHURCH COMMODORE USERS'
GROUP: John Krorw. 886-S33 and John
Sparrow. Phono 896099.

.ASHBURTQN COMPU TER SOCIETY: M> J. Clerk,

62 Brucollold Avonue.

SOUTH CANTERBURY COMPUTERS' GROUP
C«uh tar fifl maHi.HH lor 2X81 to IBMM.
Geoll McCoughan. Phono TVnaru 84-200 or

P.O. Box 73.
LEADING EDGE HOME COMPUTER CLUB: Elaine

Orr, Leading Edgo Computers. P.O. Box
2260, Duned'n. Phorvi D5-2G8 Iw).

DUNEDIN VIC USERS' GROUP: Terry Shond, 24
Bromnor Road. Fairfield, Phone 10241
881-432. MeetJrrfis last Thursday of month.

OUNEDIN SORD USERS' GROUP: Tony -Shurul.

Phona 1024) 77 1-295 Iwl. 881-432 IW.
NOTE: Cubs wou'd appreciate a tamped.

sell-addressed envelope with any written Inquiry

to them.

NOTE: II your club or group di not btled. drop
a kne with the detafs to: Club Contact*. BITS A
BYTES. Bo* 827. CTincchurrJi. Tho doaOune fof

addnion* and arteratw-s. is tho second weekarvj
ol tho month belote the next issue.

Back copies
Back copies of previous issues

ere available at $1 .50 each.

Major stories in our first six

issues included:

September What to look for in

your first computer,
start of series on
graphics. Kellogg

farm software.

CJctober start of series ex-

plaining BASIC com-
puter language.
feature on micro-
computers for ooc-

tors and dentists,

start of series on
designing business
software.

November review of BBC com-
puter and Micro-
professor 1 . start of

series on selecting a
micro for a small

business, featue on
microcomputers for

accountants

.

December/ review of Colour

January Computer, feature

on farm computing,
adventure computer
games.

February hand-held computer

feature^ review of

Sirius 1 and Epson
HX-20. start of far-

ming and exJucation

columns.

March Reviews of Microbee
Hitachi Peach and
Apple II.

APRIL Review of IBM PC NEC PC
8000 and New Zealand

made disk drives for System

BO. New Sord column.
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GlOSSflfiV
>::: :•::: :':" " -•."" -" . >:::: :: -'-

Alga lithm: A lis! of instructions lot carrying out

some process stop by siep.

Applications program: A program written to cany

out Q specific \oU, lot o*aniplc a" accounting

o* word processing program.
Array: A data structure commoti 10 most high-

lavel langunges. Characterised by each

element in the array having a specific index.

BASIC; Beginners/ AH-purposo Symbolic

Instruction Code, the most widely used, and

easiest to team, high level programming

language (a language wilh EftgllirVlWe

instruetionsK for microcomputers.

Binary; The system of counting in i 's and O's

used by nil digital computers. The 1's and O's
are represented in Iho computer by electrical

pulses, either on or of'.

Bit: Binary digit . Each oil represents a character

in a binary number, ihat is either a 1 or 9, The
numbei 2 equals 10 in binary and is two bits.

Boot: To load the operating system inio iho

computer from a disk 6* tape. Usually <Mie Of

the first steps in preparing tho computer for

use.
Buffet: An area of memory used lor temporary

storage while transferring deta to or from a

peripheral such a* a printer or a disk drive.

Bug: An error in a program.

Byie; Etfjhi biis. A Jener or number is usually

represented in a computer by a series of eight

bits called a byte and the computer handles'

these as one Unit of "word"
Character: Letters, numbers, symbols and

punctuation marks each of which has a
specific meaning in programming languages.

Chip: An i megrated circuit etched on a tiny piece

of silicon. A number of Integrated csreufcts are

used in computers.

Compuier Itnguaga; Any group of loiters,

numbers, symbols and punctuation marks,

that enable a user to instruct or communicate
with a compute' Sea also Programming

languages and Machine language.

Courseware: Name lor computer progrnms used
In teaching oppljcotiona.

CP/M: A disk operating system available for

microcomputers using a particular

microprocessor (that is the 8080 and Z80
based microcomputers such as the THS BO
and System B01. So* also Disk Operating

Systems.
Cursor: A mark, on a video thai indicates where

the next character will be shown, or where a

change can next be made.
Data: Any information used by (he compute

either I/O or internal ^formation. All internal

information is represented in binary.

Disk: A flat, circular magnetic surface on which
:hc compuier con atore and fotriove data and
programs. A flexible or floppy els'" is a single

8 inch or 5K inch dish of flexible plastic

enclosed in an envelope. A hard disk is an
assembly of several discs of hard plastic

material, rrvounied one above another on the
same spindle. The hard disk holds op to
hundreds of millions of bytes - while floppy

disks typically hold botwoon 140.000 and
three million bytes.

Disk drive; The mechanical device wnich rciatou

the disk and positions tho road/write head so
information can be retrieved or sent to the

disk by the computer.
Diskette: Another name for a GVi inch (loppy

ditfc.

Disk operating system: A sot of programs (hat

operate and control one o> more disk drives.

See CPlM for one example- Other examples
are TBSOOS Ion TBS 80) and DOS 3.3 (for

Apples).

DOS: See Dtsk Operating System.
Dump: Popu'ar term (or sending data from a

computer to a mess storage device such as

disks or tape.

Eaocuto: A command that tells a compuier to

carry out a user's instructions 0' program,

me: A continuous collection ol characters (or

bytes! dint the user considers a umf (fftf

example on accounts receivable file), stored

on n iupt or disk for later use.

Firmware: Programs faed in e computer's ROM
(Read Only Menoryl: as compared to
software, programs held outside the
computer.

Hardware: The computer itsctt and peripheral

machines for storing, reading in and printing

out mforrnation.
High-level language: Any Englishlike language

such as BASIC, that provides easier use for

untrained programmers. There are now many
suet) languages and dialects ol tho same
language (lor example MicroBAStC.
Poty&ASIC etc).

Input: Any kind of in'ormation that one cntors

into a computer.
Input device: Any macftirw thai enters

intormabon into e computer. Usually done
through a typewriter like keyboard.

interactive: Re'ers ts the "conversation" or

communication between s compute* and tho
operator.

Interface: Any ha-rdware/softwaro system the!

links a micfocompjter and any other device.

I/O "Input/output".
K: The number 1024. Commonly refers to 1024

bytes. Main exception is capacity of

individual chip*, where K moans 1024 bits.

KILOBYTE {or K): Represents 1024 bytes. For
examplo 5K Is 5120 bytes (5 x 1024).

Machine language: The binary code language
that a compuier cin directly "understand".

Mass storage: A place in which large amounts of

information are stored, such es a cassette
tape or floppy disL

Megabyte (or Mb): Represents a million bytes.

Memory: The pert o; the microcomputer that

sloros information and Instructions. Each
piece of Information or Instruction has a

unique location ssstflnetJ w •! within a

memory. There is internal memory inside the
microcomputer rMeH. and external memory
stored on a peripheral device such as disks or

tape.
Memory capacity: Anouni of available storage

space. '" kliv"««

Menu: List of options wilhin a program that

allows the ooarattr to choose which pan to

interact with |ser Interactive]. The options

are displayed on a screen and the operator

chooses one. Menus allow user to easily and
quickly set into programs without knowing

any fochnical metldds.
Microcomputer: A snail computer based on a

inicop'ocessor

.

Microprocessor: The central processing unit or

"intelligent" part ol a miciocomputcr. It is

contained on a ilnaje chip of sDieon and
controls all tho Unctions and calculations.

Modem: Modulator-demodulator. An Instrument

lh;it connects s mircocomputor to a
telephone and allctvs it to communicate with

anaihe/ computer over the telephone UneB.
Network: An interconnected group of computers

or terminals Tinted together for specific

communications

.

Output: The information a computer displays,

prints: or transmits after it has processed the
input- See Input end I/O.

Pascal: A high-level language that may
eventually rival BASIC in popularity.

PEEK: A command that oxeminos a specific

memory location and gives the operator the
value there.

Peripherals: AIP external input or output devices:
printer, terminal, drives etc.

Personal computer: A small contpulor lor one's
own use. whether In the homo, school or
business.

Putei; Picture element.. The point on a screen in

graphics.
POKE: A command thai inserts a value into a

specifTc memory location.
Printer: Device that prints out information onto

paper.

Program: A set or collection of instiuctions

written in a particular programming language

that causes a computer to cany out or

execute a given operation.

RAM: RaiHiom access memory. Any" memory info

wh*eh you "read" or call up data, or "write'

'

or entfl' inlormefon and instructions.

REM statement: A remark statement in BASIC. It

serves as a memo to programmers, and plays
no part in the running program.

Resolution: A measure of tho numbor of points

lpi«elsl on a computer screen.

ROM: Read only memory. Any memory In which
infoimaiion or instructions have beon
permanently lived.

Simulation: Creation of a mathtmaticat model on
computers that reflects a realistic system.

Software: Any programs used to operate a

computer.
Storage: See Mass storage.

System; A collection ol hardware and software

where the- whole is greater that the sum ol

the ports.

Tape: Cassette taew used <ot tho storage of

information onU msuutlioi 16 (nor muaic).

Teletext: An information service which transmits

written information in the spaces in tho

television signal. A teletext decoder is

needed la display ihi* tnioirnarton. it u bang
implemented in N.Z.

Template: A predefined paiujni which con be
placed over a blank form. The resultant

combination can Ihen be used for a given

task. For example. Visrcalc is regarded as the

Wank form, a templets can do written with

tho ftopioDriali* headinns and calculalmns

resulting in a combination which would work

like an application program.

VDU: Visual display unit. A device that straws

computer output on o television screen.

Word: A group of btts that B'a processed
together by the computer. Most
micfocomputei s use eight or 16 bit words.

Computer now available

ex stock (while they last) - Only S 1995

BBC
Wide range of games, plugs, leads in stock.

Authorized dealer for the

BBC computer and Acomsoft software.

Write for list to; computech systems,
PO Box 5986. WeUesley St. Auckland.
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Bringing Computers ta life

RADIO 2ZA invites you to a unique exhibition
of Computers in all shapes and sizes.

From video games to business systems these
computers wijj expand your horizons and prepare

you for the future. It will provide an exciting adventure
into the achievements of modem technology.

The age oi computers has no age barriers . .

.

suitable for the whole family in all walks of life.

'/-r^\i>v<^

May 27th to 29th
Convention Centre — Main Street — Palmerston North

Friday 10.00 a.m. - 8.00 p.m. Saturday 10.00 a.m. - 6.00 p.m.
Sunday 10.00 a.m. - 4.00 p.m.

Admission: Adults $1.00, Children .50 cents



ITS HERE!
Announcing
the IBM of
Personal
Computers.
Far 40 years IBM has built up a wealth of

experience and expertise in computers. In helping
business dc.il wi th the unprecedented growth of the

pressures, problems and paperwork of (his i nformation
age.

Now thai knowledge is built into a special solution
for the individual businessman— a tool (or modern
times: the IBM Personal Computer.

Getting things
accomplished.
The most-often-asked questions about this tool arc: how easy is

it 10 use and ju« what do I use it for?
The first question is simple to answer. As with any new tool, you'll want to

get comfortable with the IBM Personal Computer before pulling it io serious
use. You'll have some step-by -step reading, but our instnactional lirenirure

involves yon from the start, And the Computer is on your side too—
interacting with you as you learn. There's no reason why you can't be
executing programs and Iccling good with the results within your fijst

week After a month, it should be clear that you've made a good investment,
and you'll probably be telling your friends why they should get one,

The second question has no single answer. The IBM Persona I Computer is

a computer designed for a person. It's a tool to help accomplish just about
anything a person needs to do with information. Jt can help a busincssperson
solve complex problems |ust as surely as it can help a small child improve
his or her arithmetic.

What's in store?
To keep up with modern times, visit your authorised IBM

Personal Computer dealer today — or call at the IBM Product
Centre in Auckland. Wellington or Christchurch.

Ask what programs arc available now Get a demonstration.

be sure you cheek out the specifications and features that make
this the IBM of Personal Computers — features that set it apart.

You'll find that the quality, power— and reliabiliry — are what
you'd expect from IBM. The price isn't.

Remember call at the IBM Product Centre in Auckland,
Wellington or Christchurch. Or one of your authorised

IBM Personal Computer Dealers.

HELPING PEOPLE FIND THE ANSWERS

The IBM Personal Computer.
A tool for modern times.
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